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Data Analysis is the process where a scientist extracts valuable knowledge (e.g.,
data correlation, useful patterns, market trends) and uses this information to make
decisions.
Using the car industry as an example, car engineers generate random deformations
on car shapes to better understand how design changes affect aerodynamics. The
actual process of analyzing the generated simulation data is done by data scientists [33].
For example, the data scientists might learn that a slightly different position of the
car’s rear-view mirror might significantly impact its aerodynamics. This process
consists of generating random deformations to a car shape (i.e., slightly changing
x-y-z positions of the car model) and running it through computational fluid dynamic
simulations. Each simulation generates raw files consisting of many gigabytes of data.
Due to the data size, the data scientist must apply interactive data analysis techniques
to learn which modifications in the car’s shape improve its aerodynamics.
One major problem with this approach is that each simulation takes many hours to
be executed. One promising solution is to train a machine learning model to generate
the simulated data when receiving a car shape as input. Such a model is trained
over many gigabytes of already executed simulations and eliminates the necessity of
running simulations for new deformations [20, 19]. This type of data analysis pipeline
is relatively common in the industry and can be summarized into three main steps:
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1. Pre-Processing: In this step, data is generated, cleaned, and loaded in a
database management system (DBMS).
2. Interactive Data Analysis: In this step, the data scientist explores the data
sets to gain insights about the data.
3. Machine Learning Driven Analysis: A machine learning model is created
to accelerate data generation, classification, and prediction.
In this thesis, we focus on optimizations for Interactive Data Analysis. In the
following sections of this chapter, we will introduce this topic and present the research
questions explored in this thesis.
2 Interactive Data Analysis
Figure 1-1: Interactive Data Analysis Workflow
Data scientists perform exploratory data analysis to discover unexpected patterns
in large collections of data. This process is done with a hypothesis-driven trial-and-
error approach [52]. Figure 1-1 depicts the classical interactive data analysis problem.
The data scientists derive hypotheses and test them by querying segments that could
potentially provide insights. With this result, they refine their original hypotheses




In this workflow, the data scientist is always in the loop and depends on fast query
responses to perform interactive data analysis. The study by Liu et al. [41] shows that
any delay larger than 500ms (the “interactivity threshold”) significantly reduces the
rate at which users make observations and generate hypotheses.
When dealing with small data sets, providing answers within this interactivity
threshold is possible even when only performing full scans on the data. However,
exploratory data analysis is often performed on larger data sets as well. For example,
the SkyServer project [56] which maps the universe, consists of many terabytes of
data. This project has many interactive queries, with data scientists checking different
hypotheses on small segments of the sky. Due to the massive amount of data, answering
these queries under the interactive threshold by performing only full scans is unfeasible.
An essential optimization that these highly selective queries require is the ex-
ploitation of secondary index structures. Depending on the query’s selectivity, an
index structure can diminish the execution time in orders of magnitude, allowing for
responses in interactive times.
2.1 Index Creation Problem
Index creation is one of the major difficult decisions in database schema design [15].
Based on the expected workload, the database administrator (DBA) needs to decide
whether creating a specific index is worth the overhead in creating and maintaining it.
Creating indexes up-front is especially challenging in exploratory and interactive data
analysis, where queries are not known in advance, workload patterns change frequently,
and interactive responses are required. In these scenarios, data scientists load their
data and immediately want to start querying it without waiting for index construction.
Also, it is not certain whether or not creating an index is worth the investment at all.
We cannot be sure that the column will be queried frequently enough for the large
initial investment of creating a full index to pay off.
Despite these challenges, indexing remains crucial for improving database perfor-
mance. When no indexes are present, even simple point and range selections require
expensive full table scans. When these operations are performed on large data sets,
indexes are essential to ensure interactive query response times. Two main strategies
aim to release the DBA of having to choose which indexes to create manually. The
first step at automatizing the index creation problem was self-tuning tools. These
tools perform offline (i.e., indexes are created when the database is not being used)
and online (i.e., indexes are created while queries are executed) full index creation.
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The second step was adaptive indexing techniques which perform incremental index
creation (i.e., indexes are created partially during query execution).
Self-Tuning Tools
Self-tuning tools [1, 14, 58, 23, 13, 11, 44, 53] are pieces of software that gives hints to
the Database Administrator (DBA) on which indexes to create for a database. Those
hints are an attempt to find the optimal set of indexes given a query workload. These
tools consider the benefits of having an index versus the added costs of creating the
entire index and maintaining it during modifications to the database.
Self-tuning tools are very successful in traditional OLAP/data warehouse scenarios
(e.g., Producing reports). In these scenarios, there is a lot of workload knowledge,
the workloads do not change regularly, and the systems are idle off-working times to
perform full index creation.
However, these tools are not suitable for index creation in exploratory data analysis
due to four main reasons. (1) They require a priori knowledge of the expected workloads.
(2) They do not quickly adapt to frequently changing workloads. (3) They require idle
time to perform full index creation. (4) The data scientist must take the database
administrator’s role in analyzing the hints produced by the tools to decide which
indexes should be created ultimately.
Adaptive Indexing Techniques.
Adaptive indexing techniques such as database cracking [36, 21, 50, 49, 26, 35, 37,
47, 46, 25, 34, 29] are a more promising solution for the index creation problem in
interactive data analysis. They focus on automatically and incrementally building an
index as a side effect of querying the data. An index for a column is only initiated when
it is first queried. As the column is queried more, the index is refined until it eventually
approaches a full index’s performance. In this way, the cost of creating an index is
smeared out over the cost of querying the data many times, though not necessarily
equally, and there is a smaller initial overhead for starting the index creation.
Although adaptive indexing techniques can alleviate the shortcomings of self-tuning
tools, they introduce new issues that have not been completely tackled yet. (1) The
first query cost can be much higher than a simple full scan cost. (2) There is no
guarantee of robustness, and (3) There is no guarantee that the index will eventually
converge to a full index (i.e., index all points in the dataset).
First Query Cost. When executing a query on a column for which no index
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has been created yet, a full copy of the data is performed to a secondary index
structure. After completing the copy, the data is then partitioned into one or more
pieces depending on the used adaptive technique. This process incurs a much higher
cost than simply scanning the data to answer the query.
Robustness. In general, adaptive indexing only refines pieces that are accessed.
When the same piece is constantly requested, its access time becomes similar to a full
index. However, as soon as the data scientist decides to query a less refined piece, the
query performance degrades, causing performance spikes.
This scenario is highly undesirable for the user since it brings unpredictability to
the query response time. Similar queries (i.e., queries that inspect the same amount
of data in a column) can have widely different response times.
Convergence. In general, only accessed data points are added to the index
structure. Although adaptive indexing can achieve near full index response time when
pieces are sufficiently refined, it will not guarantee a full index response time to any
filter predicates unless all data points were used as filter predicates.
2.2 Research Questions
Our research aims to investigate how indexes can be created and refined in a similar
process as adaptive indexing while inflicting a low indexing penalty on the initial
queries, enforcing a predictable query response time and with guaranteed full index
convergence. Ultimately, we envision an indexing technique, called Progressive Indexing
that mitigates these drawbacks from adaptive indexing by performing a more fine-
grained refinement and progressively converging to a full index.
We define our main research question as follows:
Research Problem 1 How can we create/refine indexes during query execution
with a low impact over initial queries, predictable query response time, and
guaranteed full index convergence?
Research Problem 2 How can we create progressive indexes for queries with filters
on multiple attributes?
Research Problem 3 How can we update progressive indexes while keeping pre-




This thesis describes how to create progressive indexing techniques for both unidi-
mensional and multidimensional index structures. For each, we explore the current
state-of-the-art on adaptive indexing and attempt to improve the characteristics
defined in our main research question.
Its main contributions are as follows:
• Progressive Indexing (Chapter 3). We alter various sorting algorithms (i.e.,
Quicksort, Radixsort - Most Significant Digit, Radixsort - Least Significant
Digit, and Bucketsort Equiheight) to work progressively following a pre-defined
indexing budget.
• Greedy Progressive Indexing (Chapter 3). We define a cost model for
each Progressive Indexing algorithm that allows for automatic selection of the
indexing budget.
• Progressive KD-Tree (Chapter 4). We propose a multidimensional progres-
sive indexing, the Progressive KD-Tree, that progressively builds KD-Trees for
queries with filters in multiple dimensions.
• Greedy Progressive KD-Tree (Chapter 4). We define a cost model for
our Progressive KD-Tree algorithm, allowing for an automatic selection of the
indexing budget.
• Progressive Merges (Chapter 5). We define a new progressive indexing
technique used to merge appends into progressive indexes.
4 Structure and Covered Publications
Chapter 3 describes the progressive indexing techniques for Quicksort, Radixsort -
Most Significant Digit, Radixsort - Least Significant Digit, and Bucketsort Equiheight
in their traditional and greedy formats. This chapter is based on the following papers:
• Progressive Indexes: Indexing for Interactive Data Analysis [32].
Pedro Holanda, Mark Raasveldt, Stefan Manegold and Hannes Mühleisen
46th International Conference on Very Large Databases (VLDB 2020)
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• Progressive Indices – Indexing Without Prejudice [28]. Pedro Holanda,
44th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB 2018, PhD
Workshop)
Chapter 4 presents both traditional and greedy versions of multidimensional
progressive indexing, a technique based on quicksort and KD-Trees. This chapter is
based on the following papers:
• Multidimensional Adaptive & Progressive Indexes [43].
Matheus Nerone, Pedro Holanda, Eduardo Almeida and Stefan Manegold
37th IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE 2021)
• Cracking KD-Tree: The First Multidimensional Adaptive Indexing [31].
Pedro Holanda, Matheus Nerone, Eduardo Almeida, and Stefan Manegold, 7th
International Conference on Data Science, Technology and Applications (DATA
2018, EDDY)
Chapter 5 describes Progressive Merges, a technique developed to progressively
merge batches of appends into progressive indexes without impacting the predictability
of the queries. This chapter is based on the following paper:
• Progressive Mergesort: Merging Batches of Appends into Progres-
sive Indexes [30]. Pedro Holanda and Stefan Manegold, 24th International
Conference on Extending Database Technology (EDBT 2021)
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work done in progressive indexing, discusses its





In this chapter, we will cover the basic knowledge necessary to read this thesis. We will
start with an overview of Relational Database Systems (Section 1) and their physical
layout (Section 1.1). We continue with an overview of Interactive Exploratory Data
Analysis (Section 2) and give a general explanation of indexing techniques and how
they can be used to boost interactive exploratory queries (Section 3).
1 Relational Database Systems
Relational Database Systems (RDBMS) have been around since the early 70s. They
are essential to any application that must access persistent data. They implement
various techniques that guarantee data integrity, fast data access, transaction control
and overall facilitate the development of a new application. The programmer does not
need to worry about which data structures to represent his data, how to guarantee
ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) properties, or protecting his data
against different types of corruption (e.g., hardware failures).
As an example, consider that a developer wants to create an online music store.
He must store information about artists (e.g., their name, year they started, their
country, and music style) and about their albums (e.g., album name, the year they
were released, and the artist that made it). A simple way of storing this data would be
to use text files (e.g., CSVs). However, the developer now has to implement methods
to scan and write these files while being smart enough to store them on efficient data
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structures. He also must use the correct algorithms to join the data in these files.
And must deal with representation issues (e.g., how to store an album made as a
collaboration of multiple artists?), transaction issues (e.g., what happens if two users
alter the file simultaneously?) and data corruption (e.g., what happens if we are
writing on the file and we experience a power shortage?). A more straightforward
solution is to use RDBMSs, since they are designed to tackle these problems.
1.1 Physical Layout
(a) Row-Store. (b) Column-Store.
Figure 2-1: Physical layout of relational databases.
RDBMSs do not store data as text files but rather as a table composed of n
columns, where every row of this table represents a different entity with values for each
of these columns (See Figure 2-1). An essential physical layout decision is choosing
how the data should be partitioned, and there are two primary ways of doing it, a
row-store or a column-store.
In the row-store model, data is partitioned in rows (i.e., the rows are stored
consecutively in memory). This model is preferred for transactional workloads (i.e.,
when most queries update only a few tuples) since individual rows can be fetched
computationally cheap. This model’s main disadvantage is when you must retrieve a
lot of data but not from all columns. Since rows are stored consecutively in memory,
you will fetch data from columns you are not interested in, essentially wasting time.
In a typical analytical scenario, the user is only interested in a small set of columns
from the table, making this format unfit for data analysis.
In the column-store model, data is partitioned per column (i.e., the columns are
stored consecutively in memory). This model is preferred for analytical queries since
it is cheap to fetch individual columns, resulting in immense savings on disk access
and memory bandwidth.
As an example, suppose our music-store table has 100 gigabytes of data, and
different from the Figure 2-1 it is composed of 100 columns, also assume that the
columns occupy the same amount of storage, 1 gigabyte per column. When executing an
20
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analytical query interested in the number of albums released in 1980, the performance
would significantly differ depending on the layout. In a row store, reading one column
is equivalent to fetching all tuples, which at 100 megabytes per second (i.e., a typical
hard-disk transfer speed) would take us about 17 minutes. In a column store, the
same query can fetch the column that stores the albums’ release date separately, so
we only need to read 1 gigabyte of data, which takes about 10 seconds.
2 Interactive Exploratory Data Analysis
The workload from interactive data analysis is a type of analytical workload. The
data scientist inspects a massive amount of data by issuing selective analytical queries
(sometimes via a visualization tool) to test their hypothesis.
Figure 2-2: Interactive Data Analysis Example [4]
In [4], Battle et al. present cross-filter applications as the classical scenario of
interactive data analysis. These applications consist of aggregate-filter-group queries
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with users expecting almost immediate responses from the system.
Figure 2-2 depicts an example of a cross-filter application. It presents a dataset
that contains flight information with six different attributes. The idea is that the
data scientist can visualize each attribute as one of the histogram figures (e.g., the
distance in miles histogram presents, from our selected flight, the number of flights
that traveled a given amount of miles). The data scientist must interact with the
range slider on top, and these figures are automatically updated depending on the
filter’s new inputs. It is easy to imagine that it will be quite frustrating if these figures
are not immediately updated when changing the filter.
Since these workloads are dependent on a filter, when applying selective filters
(e.g., wanting to know the information of a small number of flights), aggressive data
skipping techniques like secondary index structures can significantly influence the
query performance.
Let’s go back to our music-store example from section 1.1, and let’s assume that
we want to know the quantity of all albums released in 1980 (also assuming that the
selectivity is around 0.1% of all our data). When no index is present, a full scan of
the column must be performed, which takes approximately 10 seconds. When using
an index, we can access just the data that match our filter. Hence we only scan 0.1%
of our data, with our query taking around 0.01 seconds to be fetched.
3 Index Structures
From our previous example, it becomes clear that, for highly selective queries (i.e.,
queries that filter most of the data), an index structure can significantly impact query
performance. This impact exists because index structures can skip data that is not
relevant to our query (i.e., not reading data that does not match our filter predicates).
Index structures come in all shapes and forms, covering different use cases. For
example, the Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [2, 40, 8] is designed to produce a compact
index structure that is efficient for point-queries (i.e., queries with equality filters) and
updates. At the same time, the B+Tree [22, 60] is optimized to execute range queries
while not being as efficient as the ART for point-queries and updates.
Figure 2-3a depicts an example where the original data is composed of one column
with unordered integers, and Figure 2-3b depicts a B+tree index created on this
column. Note that the B+tree has the original data sorted in its leaves (i.e., red nodes)
while the inner-nodes (i.e., blue nodes) are used to navigate the tree efficiently. When
executing the following query SELECT SUM(R.C1) FROM R WHERE R.C1 BETWEEN 3
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(a) Original Column (Column-Store). (b) B+-Tree Index.
Figure 2-3: Scan Vs Index.
AND 6, if we do not have an index, that means we must scan all the elements from
our original column. However, if a B+Tree exists, we can quickly navigate the inner
nodes and scan only the leaves with relevant data.
4 Index Selection Problem
A natural question arises after understanding the benefits of indexes. Why not create
all possible indexes to speed up all possible filter queries? Although indexes boost
query execution since they skip data that does not match filter predicates, they impost
three different penalties to the DBMS. Indexes have a creation cost, a maintenance
cost (i.e., every time an update happens, the index must be updated as well), and a
storage cost (i.e., secondary indexes materialize a copy of the original data). Hence,
the DBA must decide which indexes to create for a given database.
The DBA’s goal is to decide a set of indexes to create for a table that will execute
the workload as fast as possible while considering the amount of available memory.
To do so, the database administrator must follow four steps: (1) Identify a relevant
workload, (2) Create a search space with indexes that can potentially speed up this
workload, (3) Perform a careful analysis on the maintenance and speed up trade-offs,
(4) Assess the impact on the available memory.
Even when workloads are well known, selecting the optimal set of indexes is an
NP-Hard problem [15], since it represents an analysis on all possible combinations of
indexes that can be helpful to the workload. When the querying pattern is not known
in advance, optimal a-priori index creation is impossible. To facilitate this process,
two different types of solutions have been proposed. (1) automatic index selection and
(2) adaptive index creation.
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4.1 Automatic Index Selection
Automatic index selection techniques [1, 14, 58, 23, 13, 44, 53, 11] attempt to automa-
tize the index selection process either completely or by giving hints of what indexes to
create or drop to the DBA. In general, they work by capturing the workload, finding
a set of indexes that optimize it, and either suggesting them for the DBA to create or
by automatically creating them.
The process of finding a set of indexes can be driven by machine learning al-
gorithms [44], or by the what-if architecture [13]. In the what-if architecture, the
DBMS’ query optimizer is used to predict the workload boost and the extra costs of
maintaining and creating indexes using hypothetical indexes (i.e., it only creates the
index’s meta-data to force the optimizer to predict the costs if the index existed).
These solutions are well suited for the classical data warehouse scenario since the
data warehouse scenario has a well-defined workload that rarely changes and has
maintenance times (i.e., hours when the database is not being queried). The DBMS
can exploit the maintenance time to perform full index creation. Since self-tuning tools
can only be used when the system’s workload is stable and known, they present several
problems for interactive data analysis workloads. In an interactive environment, the
workload is unknown or rapidly changes beyond what is known upfront. Besides, there
is no specific idle time to invest in upfront full index creation. Hence automatic index
selection techniques do not offer much help.
4.2 Adaptive Index Creation
Adaptive indexing techniques are an alternative to a-priori index creation. Instead of
constructing the index upfront, the index is built as a by-product of querying the data.
These techniques are designed for scenarios where the workload is unknown, and there
is no idle time to invest in index creation. Their main goal is to smear out the high
investment of creating an up-front full index over the execution of several queries.
Database Cracking [36] (also known as “Standard Cracking”) is the original
adaptive indexing technique. It works by physically reordering the index while
processing queries. It consists of two data structures: a cracker column (i.e., a copy
of the original column) and a cracker index (i.e., a binary search tree that holds
information on where pieces offsets and maximum value).
Each incoming query cracks the column into smaller pieces and then updates the
cracker index concerning those pieces. As more queries are processed, the cracker
index converges towards a full index.
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Figure 2-4: Standard Cracking executing filter C > 10 and C < 14.
Figure 2-4 depicts an example of standard cracking executing a query that requests
all values higher than 10 and lower than 14, and the original column has no index
yet. When this query is executed, it triggers the first step of database cracking, which
performs a full copy of the original column. After copying it to a structure called
cracker column, it performs two quick-sort iterations using, as quick-sort pivots, the
query predicates 10 and 14. This results in a cracker column cracked into three pieces.
Where Piece 1 has all elements up to our first query predicate (i.e., 10), Piece 2 all
elements between our query predicates (i.e., 10 and 14), and Piece 3 with all elements
above or equal to the second predicate (i.e., 14). The information regarding the pieces
(i.e., where each piece start and the highest element within that piece is stored in an
AVL-Tree [6] (i.e., a binary search tree with self-balancing properties) called cracker
index. When the next query is executed, the system can already take advantage of this
index (e.g., if a query only has one filter c > 18, only Piece 3 needs to be checked).
After the first query, the pieces are refined even further by performing new quick-sort
iterations with pivots equal to the currently executing filter predicates.
While database cracking accomplishes its mission of constructing an index as a
by-product of querying, it suffers from several problems that make it unsuitable for
interactive data analysis: (1) it adds a significant overhead over naive scans in the first
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iterations of the algorithm, (2) the performance of cracking is not robust, as sudden
changes in workload cause spikes in performance, and (3) convergence towards a full
index is slow and workload-dependent.
There is a large body of work on extending and improving database cracking.
These improvements include better convergence towards a full index [21, 50], more
predictable performance [49, 26], more efficient tuple reconstruction [35, 37, 50], better
CPU utilization [46], other cracking engines [47, 25], predictive query processing [57],
using modern hardware to boost query execution [39], using mediocre elements as
cracking pivots [62], creating multidimensional adaptive indexes [45], generalizing





Data scientists perform exploratory data analysis to discover unexpected patterns in
large collections of data. This process is done with a hypothesis-driven trial-and-error
approach [52]. They query data segments that could potentially provide insights, test
their hypothesis, and either zoom in on the same segment or move to a different one
depending on the insights gained.
Fast responses to queries are crucial to allow for interactive data exploration. The
study by Liu et al. [41] shows that any delay larger than 500ms (the “interactivity
threshold”) significantly reduces the rate at which users make observations and
generate hypotheses. When dealing with small data sets, providing answers within
this interactivity threshold is possible without utilizing indexes. However, exploratory
data analysis is often performed on larger data sets as well. In these scenarios, indexes
are required to speed up query response times.
Index creation is one of the major difficult decisions in database schema design [15].
Based on the expected workload, the database administrator (DBA) needs to decide
whether creating a specific index is worth the overhead in creating and maintaining
it. Creating indexes up-front is especially challenging in exploratory and interactive
data analysis, where queries are not known in advance, workload patterns change
frequently, and interactive responses are required. In these scenarios, data scientists
load their data and immediately want to start querying it without waiting for index
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construction. In addition, it is also not certain whether or not creating an index
is worth the investment at all. We cannot be sure that the column will be queried
frequently enough for the large initial investment of creating a full index to pay off.
In spite of these challenges, indexing remains crucial for improving database
performance. When no indexes are present, even simple point and range selections
require expensive full table scans. When these operations are performed on large
data sets, indexes are essential to ensure interactive query response times. Two main
strategies aim to release the DBA of having to choose which indexes to create manually.
(1) Automated index selection techniques [1, 14, 58, 23, 13, 11, 44, 53] accomplish
this by attempting to find the optimal set of indexes given a query workload, taking
into account the benefits of having an index versus the added costs of creating the
entire index and maintaining it during modifications to the database. However, these
techniques require a priori knowledge of the expected workloads and do not work well
when the workload is not known or changes frequently. Hence they are not suitable
for interactive data exploration.
(2) Adaptive Indexing techniques such as Database Cracking [36, 21, 50, 49, 26,
35, 37, 47, 46, 25, 34, 29] are a more promising solution. They focus on automatically
and incrementally building an index as a side effect of querying the data. An index
for a column is only initiated when it is first queried. As the column is queried more,
the index is refined until it eventually approaches a full index’s performance. In this
way, the cost of creating an index is smeared out over the cost of querying the data
many times, though not necessarily equally, and there is a smaller initial overhead
for starting the index creation. However, since the index is refined only in the areas
targeted by the workload, convergence to a full index is not guaranteed, and partitions
can have different sizes. The query’s performance degrades when a less refined part of
the index is queried, resulting in performance spikes whenever the workload changes.
In this chapter, we introduce a new incremental indexing technique called Progres-
sive Indexing. It differs from other indexing solutions in that the indexing budget (i.e.,
the amount of time spent on index creation and refinement) can be controlled. We
provide two indexing budget flavors: a fixed indexing budget, where the user defines a
fixed amount of time to spend on indexing per query, and an adaptive indexing budget,
where the indexing budget is adapted so that the total time spent on query execution
remains constant. We refer to the fixed indexing budget as Progressive Indexing
and the adaptive indexing budget as Greedy Progressive Indexing. As a result, both
Progressive Indexing and Greedy Progressive Indexing complements existing automatic
indexing techniques by offering predictable performance and deterministic convergence
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independent of the workload.
1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• We introduce several novels Progressive Indexing techniques and investigate
their performance, convergence, and robustness in the face of various realistic
synthetic workload patterns and real-life workloads.
• We provide a cost model for each of the Progressive Indexing techniques. The
cost models are used to adapt the indexing budget automatically.
• We experimentally verify that the Progressive Indexing techniques we propose
provide robust and predictable performance and convergence regardless of the
workload or data distribution.
• We provide a decision tree to assist in choosing an indexing technique for a given
scenario.
• We provide Open-Source implementations of each of the techniques we describe
and their benchmarks.1
1.2 Outline
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts related research performed on
automatic/adaptive index creation. In Section 3, we describe our novel Progressive
Indexing techniques and discuss their benefits and drawbacks. Section 4 describes
the cost-models used to adapt our indexing budget automatically. In Section 5, we
perform an experimental evaluation of each of the novel methods we introduce, and
we compare them against Adaptive Indexing techniques. Finally, in Section 6 we draw
our conclusions and present a decision tree to assist in choosing which Progressive
Indexing technique to use.
2 Related Work
In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art of Adaptive Indexing in terms of
performance and robustness. Section 2.1 we discuss possible cracking kernels to get




the partitioning as fast as possible. In Section 2.2 we discuss three different Adaptive
Indexing algorithms that attempt to improve cracking’s robustness problem.
2.1 Cracking Kernels
A cracking kernel [47, 25] is the central part of how the partitioning of a piece is
done. This section focuses on two partitioning kernels. First, we present the branching
kernel, which uses if-else clauses to decide when to swap elements. Second, we describe
the predicated kernel that uses predication to avoid branch mispredictions.
Branching Kernel
The branching kernel is the one used in the Standard Cracking implementation and
has a clear inspiration from quicksort’s partitioning [27]. Listing 1 depicts the kernel
for the integer data type. It receives as input the array, the pivot, and the boundaries
of the partition posL and posR. The algorithm, inspects all vector elements, and
increase posL in case the element data[posL] is less than the pivot and increases posR
in case the element data[posR] is greater than or equal to the pivot. In other words,
it simply moves the cursors if the elements are already in the correct position in
reference to the pivot. If it finds both data[posL] and data[posR] that are not in the
correct position, it swaps them and move the cursors. The main problem with this
kernel is that swapping the data in the if-else clauses causes an increase in branch
mispredictions and an overall decrease in performance, as demonstrated in Boncz et
al. [10].
Listing 1 Branching Kernel
1 void branching_kernel(int& data, int pivot, size_t posL, size_t posR){
2 while (posL < posR){
3 if (data[posL] < pivot){
4 posL++;
5 }
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Predicated Kernel
The predicated kernel removes the if-else clauses to avoid branch misprediction costs.
Listing 2 demonstrates the predicated kernel for integers. Like the branching kernel,
we iterate over the vector. In lines 3 and 4, we store the values we will inspect in
this iteration. Lines 5,6, and 7 store integers that inform if a given element must be
swapped. For example, if data[posL] is lower than pivot, that means that data[posL] is
already in its correct position, hence the start has to swap variable will hold 0. Lines 8
- 11 effectively swap the data and modify the cursors with respect on the information
in the start has to swap, end has to swap, and has to swap variables. The predicated
kernel has an extremely predictable cost since it will always execute the same code,
independent of branches.
Listing 2 Predicated Kernel
1 void predicated_kernel(int& data, int pivot, size_t posL, size_t posR){
2 while (posL < posR){
3 int l_value = data[posL];
4 int r_value = data[posR];
5 int start_has_to_swap = l_value >= pivot;
6 int end_has_to_swap = r_value < pivot;
7 int has_to_swap = start_has_to_swap * end_has_to_swap;
8 data[posR] = !has_to_swap * l_value + has_to_swap * r_value;
9 data[posL] = !has_to_swap * r_value + has_to_swap * l_value;
10 posL+= !start_has_to_swap + has_to_swap;
11 posR -= !end_has_to_swap + has_to_swap;
12 }
13 }
2.2 Adaptive Indexing for Robustness
Stochastic Cracking [26]
Stochastic Cracking minimizes the unforeseen performance issues from cracking. In-
stead of using query predicates as pivots, a random element from the to-be-cracked
piece is used as the partitioning pivot. Hence this decreases the workload dependency
from cracking.
Figure 3-1 depicts an example of Stochastic Cracking. From our example, the
cracker column is initially unpartitioned. When executing the first query that requests
all elements greater than 15, a random element from the column is selected as a pivot.
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Figure 3-1: Standard Cracking executing two queries.
In our example, the element 7, the column is then partitioned around 7, and both
pieces must be scanned to answer the query. When query 2 is executed requesting
all elements between 5 and 15, Piece 1 is pivoted with an element within the piece,
in this case, 4, and the same happens with Piece 2, with pivot 16 being selected to
partition it. After finishing the partition, only piece 2 (i.e., all elements over 4) and
piece 3 (i.e., all elements higher than 7 and lower or equal to 16) must be scanned.
Not using the filter predicates as query pivots can result in the execution engine
reading more data than necessary even after the partitioning for that query. However,
sudden changes in the workload pattern will not have the same impact as in Standard
Cracking.
Progressive Stochastic Cracking [26]
Progressive Stochastic Cracking progressively performs Stochastic Cracking. It takes
two input parameters, the size of the L2 cache and the number of swaps allowed in
one iteration (i.e., a percentage of the total column size). When performing Stochastic
Cracking, Progressive Stochastic Cracking will only perform at most the maximum
allowed number of swaps on pieces larger than the L2 cache. If the piece fits into the
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L2 cache, it will always perform a complete crack of the piece.
Figure 3-2: Progressive Stochastic Cracking with maximum swaps = 2 and L2 Cache
Size = 8kb.
Figure 3-2 depicts an example of Progressive Stochastic Cracking, where the L2
Cache Size fits two integers and the at most two swaps can be performed per query.
Like Stochastic Cracking, the pivots are also selected randomly from within the piece
that will be partitioned. In our first query, the pivot chosen is 7. The difference is
that when executing this query, we stop pivoting after swapping two elements. When
executing Query 2, we finish the partition with pivot 7 before picking new pivots.
Coarse-Granular Index [50]
The Coarse-Granular Index improves Stochastic Cracking’s robustness by creating k
partitions when the first query is executed using equal-width binning. It also allows
for creating any number of partitions instead of limiting the number of partitions to
two, letting the DBA decide on k , choosing between the trade-off of the higher cost of
the first query versus building a more robust index.
Figure 3-3 depicts an example of the Coarse-Granular Index set to create four
partitions. When executing the first query, the algorithm will perform 3 cracking
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Figure 3-3: Coarse Granular-Index creating k = 4 partitions in the first query.
iterations from the equi-width binning (i.e., since our data goes from 1 to 20, that
means the pivots will be 5,10, and 15). After it, a standard Stochastic Cracking
iteration happens. At that point, it is only necessary to check Piece 4 since it holds
all elements over 15. A random pivot from within the piece is selected, in this case,
16, and the query answer is produced.
Adaptive Adaptive Indexing [49]
Adaptive Adaptive Indexing is a general-purpose algorithm for Adaptive Indexing. It
has multiple parameters tuned to mimic the data access of different Adaptive Indexing
techniques (e.g., Database Cracking, Sideways Cracking, Hybrid Cracking). It also
uses radix partitioning and exploits software-managed buffers using nontemporal
streaming stores to achieve better performance [51].
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Figure 3-4: Creation phase of Progressive Indexing.
3 Progressive Indexing
In this section, we introduce Progressive Indexing. The core features of Progressive
Indexing are that (1) the indexing overhead per query is controllable, both in terms
of time and memory requirements, (2) it offers robust performance and deterministic
convergence regardless of the underlying data distribution, workload patterns, or query
selectivity, and (3) the indexing budget can be automatically tuned so more expensive
queries spend less extra time on indexing while cheaper queries spend more. To allow
for robust query execution times regardless of the data, we avoid branches in the code
and use predication when possible [48, 10].
As a result of the small initial cost, Progressive Indexing occurs without significantly
impacting worst-case query performance. Even if the column is only queried once,
only a small penalty is incurred. On the other hand, if the column is queried hundreds
of times, the index will reliably converge towards a full index, and queries will be
answered at the same speed as with an a-priori built full index.
All Progressive Indexing algorithms progress through three canonical phases to
eventually converge to a full B+-tree index: the creation phase, the refinement phase,
and the consolidation phase. Each phase’s work can be divided between multiple
queries, keeping the extra indexing effort per query strictly limited.
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Creation Phase. The creation phase progressively builds an initial “crude”
version of the index by adding another δ fraction of the original column to the index
with each query. Query execution during the creation phase is performed in three
steps(visualized in Figure 3-4):
1. Perform an index lookup on the ρ fraction of the data that has already been
indexed;
2. Scan the not-yet-indexed 1− ρ fraction of the original column;
and while doing so,
3. Expand the index by another δ fraction of the total column.
As the index grows and the fraction ρ of the indexed data increases, an ever-
smaller fraction of the base column has to be scanned, progressively improving query
performance. Once all the base column data has been added to the index, the creation
phase is followed by the refinement phase.
Refinement Phase. With the base column no longer required to answer queries,
we only perform lookups into the index to answer queries. While doing these lookups,
we further refine the index, progressively converging towards a fully ordered index.
In the refinement phase, we focus on refining parts of the index required for query
processing. After these parts have been refined, the refinement process starts processing
the neighboring parts. Once the index is fully ordered, the refinement phase is followed
by the consolidation phase.
Consolidation Phase. With the index fully ordered, we progressively construct
a B+-tree from it since a B+-Tree provides better data locality and thus is more
efficient than binary search when executing very selective queries. Once the B+-tree
is completed, we use it exclusively to answer all subsequent queries. The consolidation
phase is the same for all progressive algorithms. All algorithms end their refinement
phase with a sorted array. The B+-tree is then constructed on top of that sorted array
in a bottom-up fashion. Figure 3-5 depicts an example of the construction phase for
Progressive Quicksort in the right-most part of the figure labeled Consolidation. In
this example, the B+-Tree stored 4 elements per node. Hence we start constructing
the last level of the inner nodes pointing to one element every four elements. In this
case, the B+-Tree nicely ends with one inner node that is also the root. However,
if there were more elements, we would fully construct this level, link all nodes, and
proceed to the upper level and repeat this strategy.
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In the following section, we discuss the details of four different Progressive Indexing
implementations. Section 3.1 describes Progressive Quicksort as a progressive version
of quicksort, aiming to achieve good performance independent of query patterns and
data distributions. In Section 3.2 we present Progressive Radixsort - Most Significant
Digit as the radixsort algorithm this index is based on, we expect good performance
over uniform distributions. In Section 3.3 we present Progressive Bucketsort, inspired
by bucketsort equi-height, which is expected to present excellent performance with
highly skewed data distributions. Finally, in Section 3.4 we present Progressive
Radixsort - Least Significant Digit, where we aim to optimize for workloads that
contain only point queries.
3.1 Progressive Quicksort
Figure 3-5 depicts snapshots of the creation phase, the refinement phase, and the
consolidation phase of Progressive Quicksort. We discuss the creation and refinement


















































































































In the first iteration, we allocate an uninitialized column of the same size as the
original column and select a pivot. The pivot is selected by taking the average value
of the smallest and largest value of the column. In Figure 3-5, pivot 10 is the average
of 1 and 19. If sufficient statistics are available, the median value of the column could
be used instead. Unlike Adaptive Indexing, the pivot selection is not impacted by the
query predicates. We then scan the original column and copy the first N ∗ δ elements
to either the top or bottom of the index, depending on their relation to the pivot. In
this step, we also search for any elements that fulfill the query predicate and afterward
scan the not-yet-indexed 1− ρ fraction of the column to compute the complete answer
to the query. In subsequent iterations, we scan either the top, bottom, or both parts
of the index based on how the query predicate relates to the chosen pivot.
Refinement Phase
We refine the index by recursively continuing the quicksort in-place in the separate
sections. The refinement consists of swapping elements in-place inside the index around
the pivots of the different segments. When the pivoting of a segment is completed, we
recursively continue the quicksort in the child segments. We maintain a binary tree
of the pivot points. In this tree’s nodes, we keep track of the pivot points and how
far along the pivoting process we are. To do an index lookup, we use this binary tree
to find the array sections that could match the query predicate and only scan those,
effectively reducing the amount of data to be accessed even when the full pivoting has
not been completed yet.
When we reach a node that is smaller than the L1 cache, we sort the entire node
instead of recursing any further. After sorting a node entirely, we mark it as sorted.
When two children of a node are sorted, the entire node itself is sorted, and we can
prune the child nodes. As the algorithm progresses, leaf nodes will keep on being
sorted and pruned until only a single fully sorted array remains.
3.2 Progressive Radixsort (MSD)
Figure 3-6 depicts snapshots of the creation phase, the refinement phase, of Progressive
Radixsort (MSD). We discuss both phases in detail in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 3-6: Progressive Radixsort (MSD).
Creation Phase
In the creation phase of Progressive Radixsort, we perform the radixsort partitioning
into buckets located in separate memory regions. We start by allocating b empty
buckets. Then, while scanning the original column, we place N ∗ δ elements into the
buckets based on their most significant log2 b bits. We then scan the remaining 1− ρ
fraction of the base column. In subsequent iterations, we scan the [0, b] buckets that
could potentially contain elements matching the query predicate to answer the query
in addition to scanning the remainder of the base column.
Bucket Count. Radix clustering performs a random memory access pattern that
randomly writes in b output buckets. To avoid excessive cache- and TLB-misses,
assuming that each bucket is at least of the size of a memory page, the number b of
buckets, and thus the number of randomly accessed memory pages, should not exceed
the number of cache lines and TLB entries, whichever is smaller [9]. Since our machine
has 512 L1 cache lines and 64 TLB entries, we use b = 64 buckets.
Bucket Layout. To avoid allocating large regions of sequential data for every
bucket, the buckets are implemented as a linked list of blocks of memory that each
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hold up to sb elements. When a block is filled, another block is added to the list,
and elements will be written to that block. This adds some overhead over sequential
reads/writes as for every sb elements there will be a memory allocation and random
access, and for every element that is added, the bounds of the current block have to
be checked.
Refinement Phase
In the refinement phase, all elements in the original column have been appended to
the buckets. In this phase, we recursively partition by the next set of log2 b most
significant digits. For each of the buckets, this results in creating another set of b
buckets in each of the refinement phases, for a total of b∗b buckets in the second phase.
To avoid the overhead of managing these buckets to become bigger than the overhead
of actually performing the radix partitioning, we avoid re-partitioning buckets that fit
into the L1 cache and instead immediately insert the values of these buckets in sorted
order into the final sorted array, as shown in Figure 3-6. As the buckets themselves are
ordered (i.e., for two buckets bi and bi+1, we know ei < ei+1∀ei ∈ bi, ei+1 ∈ bi+1), we
know the position of each bucket in the final sorted array without having to consider
any elements in the other buckets.
We keep track of the buckets using a tree in which the nodes point towards either
the leaf buckets or towards a position in the final sorted array if the leaf buckets have
already been merged in there. This tree is used to answer queries on the intermediate
structure. When we get a query, we look up which buckets we have to scan based
on the query predicates’ most significant bits. We then scan the buckets or the final
index, where required.
When the first iteration of the refinement phase is completed, we recursively
continue with the next set of log2 b most significant digits until all the elements have
been merged and sorted into the final index. At that point, we construct our B+-tree
index from the single fully sorted array.
3.3 Progressive Bucktersort
Progressive Bucketsort (Equi-Height) is very similar to Progressive Radixsort (MSD).
The main difference is in the way the initial partitions (buckets) are determined.
Instead of radix clustering, which is fast but yields equally sized partitions only with
uniform data distributions, we perform a value-based range partitioning to yield
equally sized partitions also with skewed data, at the expense that determining the
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Figure 3-7: Progressive Bucket Sort
bucket that a value belongs to is more expensive. Figure 3-7 depicts a snapshot of
the creation phase and two snapshots of the refinement phase. In the following, we
discuss these two phases in detail.
Bucket Count. To optimize for writing and reading from the buckets, our
implementation of Progressive Bucketsort uses 64 buckets, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Creation Phase
Progressive Bucketsort operates in a very similar way to Progressive Radixsort (MSD).
Instead of choosing the bucket an element belongs to based only on the most significant
bits, the bucket is chosen based on a set of bounds that more-or-less evenly divide
the set elements into the separate buckets. These bounds can be obtained either in





In the refinement phase, all elements in the original column have been appended to the
buckets. We then merge the buckets into a single sorted array. Unlike with Progressive
Radixsort (MSD), we do not recursively keep on using Progressive Bucketsort. This
is because the overhead of finding and maintaining the equi-height bounds for each
sub-bucket is too large. Instead, we sort the individual buckets into the final sorted list
using Progressive Quicksort. Using a progressive algorithm to sort individual buckets
protects us from performance spikes caused by sorting large buckets.
The buckets are merged into the final sorted index in order. As such, we always
have a single iteration of Progressive Quicksort active at a time in which we are
performing swaps. After all the buckets have been merged and sorted into the final
index, we have a single fully sorted array from which we can construct our B+-tree
index.










































































































Figure 3-8: Progressive Radixsort (LSD).
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Progressive Radixsort Least Significant Digits (LSD) performs a progressive radix
clustering on the least significant bits during the creation and refinement phase.
Figure 3-8 depicts a snapshot of the creation phase and two snapshots of the refinement
phase. In the following, we discuss these two phases in detail.
Bucket Count. To optimize for writing and reading from the buckets, our
implementation of Progressive Radixsort (LSD) uses 64 buckets, as discussed in
Section 3.2.
Creation Phase
This algorithm’s creation phase is similar to the creation phase of Progressive Radixsort
(MSD), except that we partition elements based on the least-significant bits instead of
the most-significant bits. We can use the buckets created to speed up point queries
because we only need to scan the bucket in which the query value falls. However,
unlike the buckets created for the Progressive Radixsort (MSD) and Progressive
Bucketsort, these intermediate buckets cannot be used to speed up range queries in
many situations. Because the elements are inserted based on their least-significant bits,
the buckets do not form a value-based range-partitioning of the data. Consequently,
we will have to scan many buckets, depending on the domain covered by the range
query.
Refinement Phase
In the refinement phase, we move elements from the current set of buckets to a new set
of buckets based on the next set of significant bits. We repeat this process until the
column is sorted. How many iterations this takes depends on the bucket count and the
column’s value domain, which we obtain from the [min,max] values. We can compute
the amount of required iterations with the formula dlog2(max−min)/log2(b)e. For
example, for a column with values in the range of [0, 216) and 64 buckets, the amount
of iterations required before convergence is dlog2(216)/log2(64)e = 3.
4 Greedy Progressive Indexing
The value of δ determines how much time is spent constructing the index and hence
determines the indexing budget. Greedy Progressive Indexing allows the user to select
between setting either a fixed indexing budget or an adaptive indexing budget. For
the fixed indexing budget, the user provides the desired indexing budget tbudget to
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Table 3.1: Parameters for Greedy Progressive Quicksort Cost Model.
System ω cost of sequential page read (s)
κ cost of sequential page write (s)
φ cost of random page access (s)
γ elements per page
Data set N number of elements in the data set
& Query α % of data scanned in partial index
Index δ % of data to-be-indexed
ρ % of data already indexed
Progressive Quicksort h height of the binary search tree
Progressive b number of buckets
Radixsort sb max elements per bucket block
τ cost of memory allocation (s)
B+-Tree β tree fanout
spend on indexing for the first query. We then select the value of δ based on this
budget and use that δ for the remainder of the workload. The adaptive indexing
budget allows the user to specify the desired indexing budget for the first query tbudget.
The first query will then execute in time tadaptive = tscan + tbudget. After the first query,
the value of δ will be adapted such that the query cost will stay equivalent to tadaptive
until the index is converged.
Cost Model. We use a cost model to determine how much time we can spend on
indexing when working with the adaptive indexing budget. The cost model takes into
account the query predicates, the selectivity of the query and the state of the index in
a way that is not sensitive to different data distributions or querying patterns and
does not rely on having any statistics about the data available.
4.1 Greedy Progressive Quicksort
The parameters of the Greedy Progressive Quicksort cost model are summarized in
Table 3.1.
Creation Phase
The total time taken in the creation phase is the sum of (1) the scan time of the
base table, (2) the index lookup time, and (3) the additional indexing time. The scan
time is given by multiplying the number of pages we need to scan (N
γ
) by the amount
of time it takes for a sequential page access (ω), resulting in tscan = ω ∗ Nγ . The
pivoting time (i.e., index construction time) consists of scanning the base table pages
and writing the pivoted elements to the result array. The pivoting time is therefore
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obtained by multiplying the time it takes to scan and write a page sequentially (κ+ω)
by the number of pages we need to write, resulting in tpivot = (κ+ ω) ∗ Nγ .
The total time taken for the initial indexing process is given by multiplying the
scan time by the fraction of the base table we need to scan. Initially, we need to scan
the entire base table, but as the fraction of indexed data (ρ) increases, we need to scan
less. Instead, we scan the index to answer the query. The amount of data we need
to scan in the index depends on how the query predicates relate to the pivot. The
fraction of data that we need to scan is given by α and can be computed for a given
set of query predicates. The total fraction of the data that we scan is 1− ρ+ α− δ.
The fraction of the data that we index in each step is δ. Hence the total time taken is
given by ttotal = (1− ρ+ α− δ) ∗ tscan + δ ∗ tpivot.
Indexing Budget. In this phase, we set delta such that δ =
tbudget
tpivot
. For the fixed
indexing budget, we select this δ for the first query and keep on using this δ for the
remainder of the workload. For the adaptive indexing budget, we use this formula to
select the δ for each query.
Refinement Phase
In the refinement phase, we no longer need to scan the base table. Instead, we only
need to scan the fraction α of the data in the index. However, we now need to (1)
traverse the binary tree to figure out the bounds of α, and (2) swap elements in-place
inside the index instead of sequentially writing them to refine the index. The cost for
traversing the binary tree is given by the height of the binary tree h times the cost of
a random page access φ, resulting in tlookup = h ∗ φ. For the swapping of elements,
we perform predicated swapping to allow for a constant cost regardless of how many
elements we need to swap. Therefore the cost for swapping is equivalent to the cost
of sequential writing (i.e., tswap = κ ∗ Nγ ). The total cost in this phase is therefore
equivalent to ttotal = tlookup + α ∗ tscan + δ ∗ tswap.






In the consolidation phase, we use binary search in the sorted array until the B+-Tree
levels are complete. This results in tlookup = log2 (n) ∗ φ. To construct the B+-Tree,
we copy every β element from one level to the next. Therefore the cost of copying the
elements is the cost of access a random element from the current level and sequentially
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write it to the next, defined by tcopy = Ncopy ∗ κ ∗ γ The total cost in this phase is
equivalent to ttotal = tlookup + α ∗ tscan + δ ∗ tcopy.





4.2 Greedy Progressive Radixsort (MSD)
This section describes the cost model for both the creation and refinement phases of
Greedy Progressive Radixsort (MSD). The consolidation phase follows the same cost
model as described in Section 4.1. The parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
Creation Phase
In the creation phase, the total time taken is the sum of (1) the scan time of the base
table, (2) the index lookup time, and (3) the time it takes to add elements to buckets.
The scan time of the base table is equivalent to the scan time (tscan) given in Section 3.1.
Scanning the buckets for the already indexed data has equivalent performance to
performing a sequential scan plus the random accesses we need to perform every sb
elements, hence the scan time of the buckets is equivalent to tbscan = tscan + φ ∗ Nsb . As
we determine which bucket an element belongs to only based on the most significant
bits, finding the relevant bucket for an element can be done using a single bitshift. As
we chose the bucket count such that all bucket regions can fit in cache, the cost of
writing elements to buckets is equivalent to sequentially writing them (κ). We need
to perform a memory allocation every sb entries, which has a cost of τ . This results
in a total cost of bucketing equal to tbucket = (κ+ ω) ∗ Nγ + τ ∗
N
sb
. The total cost is
therefore ttotal = (1− ρ− δ) ∗ tscan + α ∗ tbscan + δ ∗ tbucket.
Indexing Budget. In this phase, we set delta such that δ =
tbudget
tbucket
. For the fixed
indexing budget, we select this δ for the first query and keep on using this δ for the
remainder of the workload. For the adaptive indexing budget, we use this formula to
select the δ for each query.
Refinement Phase
The total time taken for a query is the sum of (1) the time taken to scan the
required buckets to answer the query predicates and (2) the time taken to perform
the radix partitioning of the elements. The time taken to scan the buckets is the
same as in the creation phase, α ∗ tbscan. The time taken for the radix partitioning is
tbucket = (κ+ ω) ∗ Nγ + τ ∗
N
sb
. The total cost is therefore ttotal = α ∗ tbscan + δ ∗ tbucket.
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4.3 Greedy Progressive Bucketsort
In this section, we describe the cost model for the creation phase of Greedy Progressive
Bucketsort. The refinement and consolidation phases follow the same cost model
described in Section 4.1. The parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
Creation Phase
In the creation phase, the cost of the algorithm is identical to that of Progressive
Radixsort (MSD) except that determining which element a bucket belongs to now
requires us to perform a binary search on the bucket boundaries, costing an additional
log2 b time per element we bucket. This results in the following cost for the initial
indexing process ttotal = (1− ρ− δ) ∗ tscan + α ∗ tbscan + δ ∗ log2 b ∗ tbucket.




fixed indexing budget, we select this δ for the first query and keep on using this δ for
the remainder of the workload. For the adaptive indexing budget, we use this formula
to select the δ for each query.
4.4 Greedy Progressive Radixsort(LSD)
This section describes the cost model for both the creation and refinement phases of
Greedy Progressive Radixsort (LSD). The consolidation phase follows the same cost
model as described in Section 4.1. The parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
Creation Phase
The cost model for the Progressive Radixsort (LSD) is also equivalent to the cost
model of the Progressive Radixsort (MSD), except the value of α is likely to be higher
for range queries (depending on the query predicates) as the elements that answer
the query predicate are spread in more buckets. As scanning the buckets is slower
than scanning the original column, we also have a fallback when α == ρ we scan the




In this phase, we scan α fraction of the original buckets to answer the query and move
δ fraction of the elements into the new set of buckets. This results in the following
cost for the refinement process: ttotal = α ∗ tbscan + δ ∗ tbucket.






In this section, we evaluate the proposed Progressive Indexing methods and the
performance characteristics they exhibit. In addition, we provide a comparison of the
performance of the proposed methods with Adaptive Indexing methods.
5.1 Setup.
We implemented all our Progressive Indexing algorithms in a stand-alone program
written in C++. We included implementations of the Adaptive Indexing algorithms
provided by the authors and implemented an adaptive cracking kernel algorithm that
picks the most efficient kernel when executing a query, following the decision tree
from Haffner et al. [25]. Both the Progressive Indexing algorithms and the existing
techniques were compiled with GNU g++ version 7.2.1 using optimization level -O3.
All experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with 256 GB of main memory
and an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPU @ 2.6 GHz with 20480 KB L3 cache.
Workloads
In the performance evaluation, we use two data sets a real data set called Skyserver
and a synthetic data set.
Skyserver
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey2 is a project that maps the universe. The data set
and interactive data exploration query logs are publicly available via the SkyServer3
website. Similar to Halim et al. [26] we focus the benchmark on the range queries that


















contains almost 600 million tuples, with around 160, 000 range queries that focus on
specific sections of the domain before moving to different areas. The data and the
workload distributions are shown in Figure 3-9.
Synthetic
Figure 3-10: Synthetic Workloads [26].
Synthetic. The synthetic data set is composed of two data distributions, consisting
of 108 or 109 8-byte integers distributed in the range of [0, n), i.e., for 109 the values
are in the range of [0, 109). We use two different data sets. The first one is composed
of unique integers that are uniformly distributed. In contrast, the second one follows
a skewed distribution with non-unique integers where 90% of the data is concentrated
in the middle of the [0, n) range. The synthetic workload consists of 106 queries in the
form SELECT SUM(R.A) FROM R WHERE R.A BETWEEN V1 AND V2. The values for V1
and V2 are chosen based on the workload pattern. The different workload patterns




The δ parameter determines the performance characteristics shown by the Progressive
Indexing algorithms. For δ = 0, no indexing is performed, meaning that algorithms
resort to performing full scans on the data, never converging to a full index. For
δ = 1, the entire creation phase will be completed immediately during the first query
execution. Between these two extremes, we are interested in seeing how different
values of the δ parameter influence the performance characteristics of the different
algorithms.
To measure the impact of different δ parameters on the different algorithms, we
execute the SkyServer workload using a δ ∈ [0.005, 1]. We measure the time taken for
the first query, the number of queries until pay-off, the number of queries necessary
































Figure 3-11: First Query.
Figure 3-11 shows the performance of the first query for varying values of δ. The
first query’s performance degrades as δ increases since each query does extra work
proportional to δ. For every algorithm, however, the amount of extra work done
differs.
We can see that Bucketsort is impacted the most by increasing δ. This is because
determining which bucket an element falls into costs O(log b) time, followed by a
random write for inserting the element into the bucket. Radixsort, despite its similar
nature to Bucketsort, is impacted much less heavily by an increased δ. This is because
determining which bucket an element falls into costs constant O(1) time. Quicksort
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experiences the lowest impact from an increasing δ, as elements are always written to
only two memory locations (the top and bottom of the array), the extra sequential
writes are not very expensive.
Pay-Off.
Figure 3-12: Pay-Off.
Figure 3-12 shows the number of queries required until the Progressive Indexing
technique becomes worth the investment (i.e., the query number q for which
∑
q tprog ≤∑
q tscan) for varying values of δ. We observe that with a very small δ, it takes many
queries until the indexing pays off. While a small δ ensures low first query costs, it
significantly limits the progress of index-creation per query, and consequently, the
speed-up of query processing. With increasing δ, the number of queries required until
pay-off quickly drops to a stable level.
We see that Radixsort (LSD) needs a very high amount of queries to pay-off for
low values of δ. This is because the intermediate index cannot accelerate range queries
until the index fully converges. When the value of δ is high, the index converges faster
and can be utilized to answer range queries earlier. Quicksort also has a high time to
pay-off with a low delta because the intermediate index can only be used to accelerate
range queries that do not contain the pivots. Hence in the early stages of the index,
the table often needs to be scanned. Bucketsort and Radixsort (MSD) do not suffer
from these problems. Hence they pay-off fast even with lower values for δ.
Convergence.
The δ parameter affects the convergence speed towards a full index. When δ = 0, the




























faster as more work is done per query on building the index.
Figure 3-13 shows the number of queries required until the index converges towards
a full index. We see that Radixsort converges the fastest, even with a low δ. It is
followed by Quicksort and then Bucketsort.
The reason Radixsort converges in so few iterations is because it uses radix
partitioning, which means that after dlog2(n)/log2(b)e = dlog2(109)/log2(64)e = 5
partitioning rounds the index is fully converged. Bucketsort uses Quicksort pivoting,






















Figure 3-14: Total Time.
As we have seen before, a high value for δ means that more time is spent constructing
the index, meaning that the index converges towards a full index faster. While earlier
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queries take longer with a higher value of δ, subsequent queries take less time. Another
interesting measurement is the cumulative time spent on answering a large number of
queries. Does the increased investment in index creation earlier on pay off in the long
run?
Figure 3-14 depicts the cumulative query cost. We can see that a higher value of δ
leads to a lower cumulative time. Converging towards a full index requires the same
amount of time spent constructing the index, regardless of the value of δ. However,
when δ is higher, that work is spent earlier on (during fewer queries), and queries can
benefit from the constructed index earlier.
Progressive Quicksort and Radixsort (LSD) perform poorly when the delta is low.
For Quicksort, this is because it will take many queries to finish our pivoting in one
element. While in Radixsort (LSD), the intermediate index that is created cannot
be effectively used to answer range queries before it fully converges, meaning a long
time until convergence results in poor cumulative time. Progressive Bucketsort and
Radixsort (MSD) perform better than Progressive Quicksort for all values of δ, with
Radixsort (MSD) slightly outperforming Bucketsort.
Another observation here is that the cumulative time converges rather quickly
with an increasing delta. The cumulative time with δ = 0.25 and δ = 1 are almost
identical for all algorithms, while the penalization of the initial query continues to
increase significantly (recall Figure 3-11).
5.3 Cost Model Validation
For both the fixed indexing budget and the adaptive indexing budget of Greedy
Progressive Indexing, we need the cost models presented in Section 4 to estimate the
actual query processing and index creation costs. For the fixed indexing budget, we
need the cost model to compute the initial value of δ based on the desired indexing
budget. For the adaptive indexing budget, we need the cost model to adapt the value
of δ for each query to the current minimum query cost.
In this set of experiments, we experimentally validate our cost models. To use the
cost models in practice, we need to obtain values for all of the constants used, such as
the scanning speed and the cost of a cache miss. Since these constants depend on the
hardware, we perform these operations when the program starts up and measure how
long it takes to perform these operations. The measured values are then used as the



























































(d) G. P. Bucketsort.
Figure 3-15: SkyServer Workload with Fixed Indexing Budget (all axes in log scale)
Before diving into the details of choosing a variable δ per query for the adaptive
indexing budget, we first experimentally validate our cost models. We run the
SkyServer benchmark with a constant δ = 0.25 for the entire query sequence and
compare the measured execution times with the times predicted by our cost models.
Figure 3-15 shows the results for all four Greedy Progressive Indexing techniques
we propose. The graphs depict the individual phases of our algorithms (cf., Section 3)
and show that significant improvements in query performance happen mainly with
the transition from one phase to the next. Given that δ determines the fraction of
data that is to be considered for index refinement with each query (rather than a
fraction of the full scan cost), the different techniques depict different per query cost,
depending on the respective index refinement operations performed as well as the
efficiency of the respective partially built indexes. The graphs also show that our cost
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models predict the actual costs well, accurately predicting each phase transition and

























































(d) G. P. Bucketsort.
Figure 3-16: SkyServer Workload with adaptive indexing budget (all axes in log scale)
With our cost models validated, we now run the SkyServer benchmark with all
four Greedy Progressive Indexing techniques with the adaptive indexing budget. We
select tbudget = 0.2 ∗ tscan, i.e., the indexing budget is selected as 20% of the full scan
cost. Figure 3-16 depicts the results of this experiment for each of the algorithms.
In all graphs, we observe that the total execution time stays close to constant at a
high level, matching the given budget until the index is fully built, and no further
refinement is required.
In Figure 3-16a, the measured and predicted time are shown for the Greedy
Progressive Quicksort algorithm. Initially, the cost model accurately predicts the
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performance of the algorithm. However, close to convergence, the cost model predicts
a slightly higher execution time. As the pieces become smaller, they start fitting inside
the CPU caches entirely, which results in faster swaps than predicted by our cost
model.
In Figure 3-16b, the measured and predicted time are shown for the Greedy
Progressive Radixsort (MSD) algorithm. In the initialization phase, the cost model
matches the measured time initially, but the measured time slightly decreases below
the cost model as the initialization progresses. This is because the data distribution is
relatively skewed, which results in the same buckets being scanned for every query,
which will then be cache resident and faster than predicted. In the refinement phase,
there are some minor deviations from the cost model caused by smaller radix partitions
fitting in CPU caches, which our cost model does not accurately predict.
In Figure 3-16c, the measured and predicted time are shown for the Greedy
Progressive Radixsort (LSD) algorithm. The cost model accurately predicts the
performance of the initialization and refinement phases of the algorithm but results in
several spikes later in the refinement phase. These spikes occur because the workload
we are using consists of very wide range queries. These range queries can only take
advantage of the LSD index depending on the exact range queries issued. Thus, certain
queries can be answered much faster using the index, whereas others cannot use the
index at all. As our cost model is pessimistic, this results in the measured time being
faster than the predicted time.
In Figure 3-16d, the measured and predicted time are shown for the Greedy
Progressive Bucketsort algorithm. In the initialization phase, the cost model closely
matches the measured time. After it, Greedy Progressive Quicksort is used to merge
the different buckets into a single sorted array. The different iterations of Greedy
Progressive Quicksort each have small downwards spikes when the pieces start fitting
inside the CPU caches.
5.4 Interactivity Threshold
In the previous workload, we have shown our cost models’ effectiveness at staying
on a specific interactivity threshold. In this experiment, we want to show how the
algorithms perform at different interactivity thresholds based on the full scan cost. In
this experiment, we show three different scenarios: (1) the interactivity threshold is
below the full scan cost, (2) the interactivity threshold is above the full scan cost, and
(3) the interactivity threshold decreases with the number of queries issued.
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Threshold Below Full Scan Cost.
In the first scenario, the initial runs will always be above the interactivity threshold
as even the full scan cannot reach it. In this scenario, we start by setting δ to 0.25.
In Section 5.2 we determined this provides a fast convergence rate while not heavily
penalizing the initial queries. After the index has reached the state where it can
answer queries below the interactivity threshold, δ is set such that the query cost





















Figure 3-17: Threshold of 80% Scan Cost (Y-Axis in log scale)
Figure 3-17 shows the results for this experiment. We can see that all queries start
above the interactivity threshold, after which they gradually move towards it. The
Greedy Progressive Quicksort and Radixsort (MSD) quickly reach the interactivity
threshold. The Radixsort (LSD) takes the longest to reach it. This is because the
wide range queries cannot take advantage of the LSD radix index structure to speed
up answering the queries. However, because it stays on the δ of 0.25 the longest, i.e.,
it performs more indexing work with more initial queries, it does converge the fastest.
Figure 3-18 shows the time spent on indexing versus the time spent on query
processing for the Greedy Progressive Quicksort in this scenario. At the start, a
significant amount of time is spent on indexing as the interactivity threshold cannot
be reached yet. After the index is sufficiently converged, the interactivity threshold
can be reached, and the fixed δ = 0.25 is replaced by a variable per-query δ as
discussed in Section 5.2, which is initially rather small given that the time budget
between query processing cost and interactivity threshold is small. As more data gets




















Figure 3-18: Progressive Quicksort - Query Processing vs. Index Creation
increased, allowing to spend more time on index creation per query until the index
fully converges.
Threshold Above Full Scan Cost.
In the second scenario, all the greedy algorithms can stay on the interactivity threshold
above the full scan cost. The only difference is the time until convergence for each of
the algorithms. These differ based on how much extra time we can spend on index
creation, which depends on how much the interactivity threshold is above the full
scan cost. For this reason, we performed two separate experiments, one where the
interactivity threshold is 1.2x the full scan cost and one where it is 2x the full scan
cost.
Figure 3-19 shows the experiment results where the threshold is 1.2x the scan cost.
In this experiment, the Radixsort (MSD) converges the fastest, and the Radixsort
(LSD) converges the slowest. This is because the intermediate index created by the
Radixsort (LSD) cannot be effectively used to speed up the range queries, and the
δ will stay at a fixed low number until convergence. As the interactivity threshold
is so close to a full scan, this value will be very low. The other indexes can use the
intermediate index to speed up the query processing, resulting in an increasing δ that
improves convergence time.
Figure 3-20 shows the results of the experiment where the threshold is 2x the
scan cost. In this experiment, the Radixsort (LSD) converges the fastest. While
the intermediate index still cannot speed up the query, as the full scan only takes
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Figure 3-20: Threshold of 200% Scan Cost (Y-Axis in log scale)
up half the interactivity threshold, the amount of time spent on index refinement
is significantly higher than in the previous experiment for all algorithms. As the
Progressive Radixsort (LSD) has the fastest convergence, as shown in Figure 3-13, it
is now the fastest converging algorithm.
5.5 Varying Interactivity
So far, we have used the same fixed interactivity threshold for all queries. Fully
exploiting the time budget between this threshold and pure query processing cost for
index creation ensures faster convergence towards a full index. However, it also results
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in a rather discrete behavior: All initial queries (including index refinement) take as
long as allowed by the interactivity threshold. Once the full index is entirely built,
query times abruptly drop to the optimal times using the index. This behavior might
not always be desirable. Instead, a more gradual convergence of the query execution
times from the given interactivity threshold to the optimal case might be preferred,















Figure 3-21: Exponential and Linear Decay
We can mimic such behavior by monotonously decreasing the interactivity threshold
with the query sequence, ensuring that at any time, the interactivity threshold remains
high enough so that the queries can be completed within that threshold. Again,
using our cost model, we can automatically determine the respective values for δ. We
perform two experiments using linear and exponential decay formulas to model the
decreasing the interactivity threshold depicted in Figure 3-21.
For the linear decay, we set our formula as tq = I − r ∗ q where I is the initial
interactivity threshold, tq is the total time spent on query number q, and r is the
decreasing ratio. We use the following formula to calculate the decay ratio r = − tFI−I
n
where tFI is the estimated full index time and n is the amount of queries until
convergence to time tFI . For this experiment, we use Progressive Quicksort with
n = 200 and the initial interactivity threshold set to 1.2x the full scan time. We can
see that we can gradually push down the execution time as the index converges by
gradually decreasing the interactivity threshold.
For the exponential decay, we use the exponential decay formula tq = I(1− r)q. To




. For this experiment, we use
Progressive Quicksort with n = 300 and the initial interactivity threshold set to 1.2x
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the full scan time. Like the linear decay, we can see that the measured time closely
follows the interactivity threshold.
5.6 Adaptive Indexing Comparison
In this section, we will be comparing the greedy Progressive Indexing techniques with
existing Adaptive Indexing techniques. In particular, we focus on Standard Cracking
(STD), Stochastic Cracking (STC), progressive Stochastic Cracking (PSTC), Coarse
Granular Index (CGI), and Adaptive Adaptive Indexing (AA).
The implementations for the Full Index, Standard Cracking, Stochastic Cracking,
and Coarse Granular Index were inspired by the work done in Schuhknecht et al. [50]4.
The implementation for Progressive Stochastic Cracking was inspired by the work
done in Halim et al. [26]5. Progressive Stochastic Cracking is run with the allowed
swaps set to 10% of the base column. The implementation for the Adaptive Adaptive
Indexing algorithm has been provided to us by the authors of the Adaptive Adaptive
Indexing work [49], and we use the manual configuration suggested in their paper.
We compare all the Progressive Indexing techniques that we have introduced in
this work: Greedy Progressive Quicksort (PQ), Greedy Progressive Bucketsort (PB),
Greedy Progressive Radixsort LSD (PLSD), and Greedy Progressive Radixsort MSD
(PMSD). For each of the techniques, we use an adaptive indexing budget where we set
tbudget = 0.2 ∗ tscan, i.e., the cost of each query will be equivalent to 1.2 ∗ tscan until
convergence.
For reference, we also include the timing results when only performing full scans
on the data (FS) and when constructing a full index immediately on the first query
(FI). The full scan implementation uses predication to avoid branches, and the full
index bulk loads the data into a B+-tree, after which the B+-tree is used to answer
subsequent queries.
Metrics. The metrics that we are interested in are the time taken for the first
query, the number of queries required until convergence, the robustness of each of the
algorithms, and the cumulative response time. The robustness we compute by taking
the variance of the first 100 query times.
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Table 3.2: SkyServer Results
Index First Q Convergence Robustness Cumulative
FS 0.75 x 0 118743.7
FI 34.10 1 x 121.4
STD 5.26 x 0.290 1082.2
STC 4.99 x 0.250 245.6
PSTC 4.89 x 0.240 254.5
CGI 5.71 x 0.320 1008.9
AA 8.50 x 0.800 188.4
PQ 0.90 150 0.002 202.9
PMSD 0.90 119 0.030 157.5
PLSD 0.81 368 3.4e-05 377.4
PB 0.83 138 0.009 166.4
SkyServer Workload
In this part of the experiments section, we execute the full SkyServer workload using
different indexing techniques. The results for each of the indexing techniques are
shown in Table 3.2. The algorithms have been divided into three sections: the baseline,
the Adaptive Indexing techniques, and the Progressive Indexing techniques.
The results for the baseline techniques are not very surprising. The full scan
method is the most robust, as we use predication, and no index is constructed. The
cost of each query is identical. The full scan method is also the cheapest method for the
first query’s cost as no time is spent on indexing at all. The full scan, however, takes
significantly longer to answer the full workload than the other methods. Answering
the full workload takes almost 30 hours, whereas all the other techniques finish the
entire workload under 20 minutes. The full index lies at the other extreme. It takes
50x longer to answer the first query while the index is being constructed. However, it
has the lowest cumulative time as the index can quickly answer all of the remaining
queries.
For the Adaptive Indexing techniques, we can see that their first query cost is
significantly lower than that of a full index but still significantly higher than that of a
full scan. Each of the Adaptive Indexing methods performs a significant amount of
work copying the data and cracking the index on the first query, resulting in a very
high cost for the first query. They do achieve a significantly faster cumulative time
than the full scans. However, in sum, they take longer than the full index to answer
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poorly because of the workload’s sequential nature, as shown in Figure 3-9. Stochastic
Cracking and Adaptive Indexing perform better as they do not choose the pivots
based on the query predicates. Adaptive Adaptive Indexing has the best cumulative
performance, consistent with the results in Schuhknecht et al. [49].
The Progressive Indexing methods all have approximately the same cost for the
first query, which is 1.2x the scan cost. This is by design as we set the indexing
budget tbudget = 0.2 ∗ tscan for each of the algorithms. The main difference between
the algorithms is the robustness and the time until convergence. As we are executing
range queries, the Radixsort LSD performs the worst. The LSD partitioning cannot
help answer the range queries, and hence, the intermediate index does not speed up
the workload before convergence. Radixsort MSD performs the best, as the data set
is rather uniformly distributed. The radix partitioning works to efficiently create a
partitioning of the data, which can be immediately utilized to speed up subsequent
queries. For each of the Progressive Indexing methods, we see that they converge
relatively early in the workload. As we have set every query to take 1.2 ∗ tscan until
convergence, a significant amount of time can be spent on constructing the index for
each query, especially in later queries when the intermediate index can already be used
to obtain the answer efficiently. We also note that the Progressive Indexing methods
have a significantly higher robustness score than the Adaptive Indexing methods.
Progressive Indexing presents up to 4 orders of magnitude lower query variance when
compared to the Adaptive Indexing techniques. This is achieved by our cost model
balancing the per query execution cost to be (almost) the same until convergence,





















Figure 3-22: Progressive Quicksort vs Adaptive Indexing. (all axes in log scale)
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5. Experimental Analysis
The execution time for each of the queries in the SkyServer workload is shown in
Figure 3-22. For clarity, we focus on the best Adaptive Indexing methods (Adaptive
Adaptive Indexing in terms of cumulative time, and Progressive Stochastic 10% in
terms of first query cost and robustness) and Progressive Quicksort. We can see
that both the Adaptive Indexing methods start with a significantly higher first query
cost and then fall quickly. Neither of them sufficiently converges, however, and both
continue to have many performance spikes. On the other hand, Progressive Quicksort
starts at the specified budget and maintains that query cost until convergence, after
which the cost drops to the cost of a full index.
Synthetic Workloads
In this part of our experiments, we execute all synthetic workloads described in
Section 5.1. All results are presented in tables. Each table is divided into four parts,
each representing one set of experiments. The first three are on data with 108 elements
and use random distribution, skewed distribution, and only point queries, respectively.
The final one is on 109 elements on random distribution. With the exception of point
queries and the ZoomIn and SeqZoomIn workloads, all queries have 0.1 selectivities.
From the Adaptive Indexing techniques, Adaptive Adaptive Indexing presents the
best cumulative time. Hence we select it for comparison. As previously, we set the
indexing budget tbudget = 0.2 ∗ tscan for each Progressive Indexing algorithm.
Table 3.3 depicts the cost of the first query for all algorithms. All Progressive
Indexing algorithms present a similar first query cost, which accounts for approximately
1.2x the scan cost, as chosen in our setup. Adaptive Indexing has a higher cost due to
the complete copy of the data and its full partition step in the first query. In general,
Progressive Indexing has one order of magnitude faster first query cost than Adaptive
Indexing.
Table 3.4 depicts the cumulative time of fully executing each workload. We can see
that Progressive Indexing outperforms Adaptive Indexing in most workloads under
uniform random data, except for the skewed and the periodic workload. This comes
with no surprise since Adaptive Indexing techniques have been designed to refine, and
boost access, to frequently accessed parts of the data. From the progressive algorithms,
radixsort (MSD) is the fastest since radixsort can outperform other techniques under
randomly distributed data.
For the skewed distribution, Adaptive Indexing outperforms Progressive Indexing
in almost all workloads due to its refinement strategy. However, Progressive Indexing
outperforms Adaptive Indexing for ZoomIn/Out workloads since each query accesses a
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Table 3.3: First query cost










SeqOver 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
ZoomOutAlt 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
Skew 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
Random 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
SeqZoomIn 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
Periodic 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4
ZoomInAlt 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.4





SeqOver 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.5
ZoomOutAlt 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 1.5
Skew 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 1.5
Random 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 1.5
SeqZoomIn 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 1.5
Periodic 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.13 1.5
ZoomInAlt 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.14 1.5









SeqOver 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
ZoomOutAlt 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
Skew 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
Random 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
Periodic 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
ZoomInAlt 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.14 1.4
10
9
SeqOver 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.7 13.9
Skew 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.7 13.8
Random 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.7 25.4
different partition in different boundaries of the data, which leads to Adaptive Indexing
accessing large unrefined pieces in the initial queries. From the progressive algorithms,
bucketsort presents the fastest times since it generates equal-sized partitions for skewed
data distributions.
For point queries, radixsort (LSD) outperforms all algorithms in all workloads
since its intermediate index can be used early on to accelerate point queries.
Finally, for the 109 data size, Progressive Indexing manages to outperform adaptive
indexing even for the skewed workload. The key difference here is that the chunks
of unrefined data are bigger, and Progressive Indexing actually spends the time fully
converging them into small pieces. At the same time, Adaptive Indexing must manage
larger pieces of data.
Table 3.5 presents the robustness of the indexing algorithms. Progressive Indexing
presents up to four orders of magnitudes less variance than Adaptive Indexing. This is
due to the design characteristic of Progressive Indexing to inflict a controlled indexing
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Table 3.4: Cumulative Time











SeqOver 19.0 17.9 48.2 16.2 20.7
ZoomOutAlt 20.7 28.3 59.5 26.7 22.1
Skew 18.8 17.7 48.1 15.9 10.1
Random 24.7 22.8 53.1 21.1 29.1
SeqZoomIn 22.0 20.9 53.5 19.3 21.1
Periodic 23.3 22.0 63.9 20.4 18.4
ZoomInAlt 20.8 23.3 54.2 21.6 21.7





SeqOver 21.8 30.0 59.7 21.7 17.5
ZoomOutAlt 21.5 30.2 64.4 63.7 41.1
Skew 17.4 15.3 45.5 17.3 5.7
Random 24.0 21.6 51.5 23.8 23.9
SeqZoomIn 23.3 21.2 52.6 23.1 18.3
Periodic 23.3 21.3 64.2 23.3 17.0
ZoomInAlt 22.2 25.1 54.8 21.8 33.5









SeqOver 16.7 15.7 13.2 14.0 15.1
ZoomOutAlt 17.7 15.8 13.0 14.0 15.5
Skew 16.6 15.5 12.7 13.7 5.6
Random 18.4 16.5 13.6 14.7 14.4
Periodic 16.8 15.7 13.0 14.3 5.7
ZoomInAlt 17.7 15.9 13.2 14.1 15.2
10
9
SeqOver 516 493 924 480 653
Skew 538 513 885 487 582
Random 773 718 1579 692 1104
penalty. For uniform random and skewed distributions, radixsort LSD presents the
least variance. This is due to the cost model noticing that the intermediate index
created by LSD cannot be used to boost query access, hence knowing the precise
cost of executing the query (i.e., a full scan cost). However, for point queries, the
intermediate index from LSD can already be used, which reduces the cost model
accuracy.
6 Summary
This chapter introduces Progressive Indexing, a novel incremental indexing technique
that offers robust and predictable query performance under different workloads. Pro-
gressive techniques perform indexing within an interactivity threshold and provide a
balance between fast convergence towards a full index together with a small perfor-
mance penalty for the initial queries. We propose four different Progressive Indexing
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Table 3.5: Robustness










SeqOver 2.4e-04 5.8e-04 2.2e-05 2.1e-04 0.02
ZoomOutAlt 1.7e-04 6.0e-04 2.1e-05 2.1e-04 0.02
Skew 2.5e-04 6.2e-04 2.9e-05 2.3e-04 0.02
Random 2.1e-04 6.5e-04 2.3e-05 2.0e-04 0.02
SeqZoomIn 2.3e-04 5.5e-04 2.6e-05 2.1e-04 0.02
Periodic 2.4e-04 6.6e-04 1.9e-05 2.1e-04 0.02
ZoomInAlt 2.4e-04 5.4e-04 2.2e-05 2.1e-04 0.02





SeqOver 3.7e-04 7.5e-04 1.6e-05 2.5e-03 0.03
ZoomOutAlt 3.1e-04 7.6e-04 1.4e-05 2.7e-04 0.03
Skew 3.5e-04 7.9e-04 1.4e-05 2.5e-03 0.03
Random 3.4e-04 7.8e-04 1.9e-05 2.5e-03 0.03
SeqZoomIn 3.6e-04 8.5e-04 1.4e-05 2.5e-03 0.03
Periodic 3.2e-04 8.2e-04 1.5e-05 2.4e-03 0.03
ZoomInAlt 3.4e-04 7.5e-04 1.4e-05 2.5e-03 0.02









SeqOver 2.4e-04 7.0e-04 1.5e-03 2.2e-04 0.02
ZoomOutAlt 1.8e-04 6.3e-04 1.6e-03 2.1e-04 0.02
Skew 2.6e-04 6.8e-04 1.6e-03 2.3e-04 0.02
Random 2.2e-04 6.6e-04 1.6e-03 2.5e-04 0.02
Periodic 2.2e-04 6.8e-04 1.1e-03 2.1e-04 0.02
ZoomInAlt 2.3e-04 6.8e-04 1.5e-03 3.3e-04 0.02
10
9
SeqOver 0.02 0.03 2.8e-04 0.04 2.1
Skew 8.1e-03 0.03 1.0e-04 0.03 2.1
Random 0.01 0.03 2.4e-04 0.02 7.0
techniques and develop cost models for all of them that allow automatic tuning of
the budget. We show how they perform with both real and synthetic workloads
and compare their performance against Adaptive Indexing techniques. Based on
Figure 3-23: Progressive Indexing Decision Tree.
each algorithm’s main characteristics and the results of our experimental evaluation,
we conclude our work with the decision tree shown in Figure 3-23, which provides
recommendations on which technique to use in different situations. In this chapter,
we only present an algorithm to index unidimensional columns. However, queries
frequently have filters on multiple columns. In the next chapter, we will describe how
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As seen in the previous chapter, techniques like Adaptive Indexing [36, 50] and Progres-
sive Indexing (Chapter 3) aim to alleviate the index construction issue on exploratory
workloads by creating partial unidimensional indexes as a result of query processing.
In this way, indexes are automatically created without any human intervention and
incrementally refined towards a full index, the more the data is accessed. However,
these techniques have very limited use on a broad group of data sets since they only
target unidimensional workloads. For instance, the 1000 genomes project [16] has
human genetic information, the Power data set1 that contains sensor information from
a manufacturing installation, and the SkyServer data set [56] which maps the universe,
are some of many examples that perform multidimensional filtering.
Pavlovic et al. [45] published a study on multidimensional adaptive indexes, initially
testing a Space-Filling Curve strategy, where multiple dimensions are mapped to one
dimension. They used unidimensional adaptive indexing techniques on top of the
created map. However, the first queries’ indexing burden was too high, making this
approach unfeasible for interactive times. They later propose the QUASII index, a
d-level hierarchical structure that similarly partitions the data as the coarse granular
index strategy [50]. When accessing one piece, the data is continuously refined until




in smearing out the cost of index creation than the Space-Filling Curve Adaptive
Indexing. However, it results in two highly undesirable characteristics for exploratory
workloads. (1) Due to the continuous piece refinement, it heavily penalizes queries
when they first access one piece; (2) since the index prioritizes an aggressive refinement
only on areas targeted by the executing query, it is not robust against changes in the
access pattern, resulting in performance spikes if the workload suddenly accesses a
previously unrefined piece.
This chapter introduces two novel algorithms to tackle the problem of multidi-
mensional adaptive indexing under exploratory data analysis. (a) The Progressive
KD-Tree, inspired by fixed-delta progressive indexing, introduces a per-query indexing
budget that remains constant during query execution. Hence, a user-controlled amount
of indexing is done per query. (b) The Greedy Progressive KD-Tree uses a cost model
to automatically adapt the indexing budget to keep the per-query cost constant until
full index convergence, achieving a low variance per-query.
1.1 Contributions
The main contributions of this chapter are:
• We introduce a new progressive indexing approach for multidimensional work-
loads named Progressive KD-Tree.
• We present a cost model for our Progressive KD-Tree to enable an adaptive
indexing budget.
• We experimentally verify that our techniques improve total execution time, initial
query cost, robustness, and convergence compared with the state-of-the-art.
• We provide an Open-Source implementation2 of all techniques discussed in this
chapter.
1.2 Outline
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate related research
that has been performed on multidimensional indexes. In Section 3, we describe our
novel Multidimensional Progressive Indexes. In Section 4, we perform a quantitative
assessment of each of the novel methods we introduce, and we compare them with
2Our implementations and benchmarks are available at https://github.com/pdet/
MultidimensionalAdaptiveIndexing and https://zenodo.org/record/3835562
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the state-of-the-art on multidimensional adaptive indexing under three real workloads
and eight synthetic workloads. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
2 Related Work
In the previous chapter we discussed how the selection of which indexes to create
has been a long-standing problem in database automatical physical design. However,
the selection of the indexes is just part of the problem. Another equally important
problem is selecting which data-structure to use since each structure is catered to
different workload patterns and data distributions. Multidimensional access methods
can be distinguished between point access methods (PAMs) and spatial access methods
(SAMs) [18]. Typically, PAMs aim at databases storing only points with support to
spatial searches on them, like KD-Trees, PH-Tree, and flat structures. The term point
refers to both locations in space and point objects stored in the database. SAMs,
like R-Trees and Z-Ordering, aim at extended objects (e.g., polygons in geographic
databases) while, like PAMs, also storing points [55].
In this section, we briefly discuss the state-of-the-art multidimensional index
structures.
2.1 Multidimensional Data Structures
R-Tree [24]
The R-Tree is an N-ary multidimensional tree that generalizes the B-Tree. Nodes
represent rectangles that bound the insertion points of data (i.e., coverage), and
different rectangles may overlap data. Like B-Trees, the insertions and deletions
require splitting and merging nodes to preserve height-balance with all leaves at the
same depth. The internal nodes keep a way of identifying a child node and representing
the boundaries of the entries in the child nodes, while the external nodes store the
data. The R-Tree has a variant, the R*-Tree [5], for read-mostly workloads that
balances the rectangle coverage and reduces overlapping.
VA File [61]
The VA File is a flat structure that divides an m-dimensional space in 2b rectangular
cells. Users assign b bits to be distributed over the m dimensions. A unique bit-string
of length b is set for each cell, and data objects use a hash method to find the spacial




The KD-Tree is a multidimensional binary search tree, where k is the number of
dimensions of the search space that are switched between tree levels. The performance
of KD-Trees is of great advantage as searches, insertions, and deletions of random nodes
present logarithmic complexity and search of t tuples present sub-linear complexity.
The nodes of the tree are insertion points. Therefore, the order of insertion shapes
the tree structure but increases the complexity of maintenance when tree re-balancing
is needed after deletion.
PH-Tree [63]
The PH-Tree implements a bit-string prefix sharing tree to reduce the space require-
ments compared to single key storage. The bit-string representation is used to navigate
the dimensions in a Quadtree, where the first bit of the index entry indicates the
position in the search space.
This approach is advantageous in data sets where data points are not evenly spread
and share many prefixes. Otherwise, spread out data with large number of dimensions
increases the number of nodes and the depth of the prefix tree, which also increases
the space requirements and the lookup time.
Flood [42]
Flood is a multidimensional learned index. The learning algorithm’s goal is to help to
tweak performance parameters of the index, like the layout of the index by choosing
between a grid of cells or columns (in a 2-D representation), the size of each cell, and
the sort order of each cell or column.
Discussion.
To compare these index structures, we must put them in the context of the data
exploration scenario. Although Flood has a significant advantage of finding an efficient
setup by searching the parameters’ space, it is not a good fit for our types of workloads
since it requires a considerable amount of time to be invested in model training (i.e.,
index creation). PH-Trees present efficient lookups, but they are catered to data
sets where data points are not evenly spread and share many prefixes. Finally, KD-
Trees, VA Files, and R*-Trees have been thoroughly examined, in the main memory
context, by Sprenger et al. [55]. The work concludes that the KD-Trees outperform
R*-Trees and VA Files due to its point storage design. VA-Files have even a more
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significant disadvantage for shifting access patterns, common in exploratory data
analysis, since it is a non-adaptive structure with a static number of bits assigned
per dimension. Considering each technique’s main drawbacks and advantages, we
decided to use a KD-Tree as our multidimensional index of choice for exploratory
data analysis, as a full index baseline and the index structure that holds the data for
our progressive solution. In summary, the reasons are its robust performance against
shifting workloads, different from VA Files and PH Trees, the higher performance
when compared to R*-Trees, and low index creation cost compared to Flood.
2.2 Adaptive/Progressive Index
In this section, we discuss the state-of-the-art adaptive indexing techniques that
produce multidimensional indexes.
Space Filling Curve Cracking [45]
Space Filling Curve Cracking uses a space-filling curve technique that preserves
proximity (e.g., Z-Order, Hilbert Curve) to map multiple dimensions into one dimension.
This additional step enables the use of unidimensional adaptive/progressive indexing
techniques. Later on, queries also must be translated to this unidimensional mapping.
QUASII [45]
Following the adaptive indexing philosophy, QUASII incrementally builds a multidi-
mensional index prioritizing refinement on queried pieces. One significant difference
compared to standard adaptive indexing techniques is that QUASII has a more ag-
gressive refinement behavior. When accessing a piece, it recursively refines it until its
size drops below a size threshold . QUASII pays higher refinement costs when a piece
is accessed the first time to yield fast query response time when frequently accessing
refined pieces.
Adaptive KD-Tree [43]
The Adaptive KD-Tree is a multidimensional adaptive indexing technique that follows
the same principles as Adaptive Indexing [36]: (1) It uses the query predicate as hints
as to what pieces of the data should be indexed, and (2) only indexes the necessary
pieces to answer the current query. Our index has two main canonical phases. The



















Q: 6 < A ≤ 13































































Figure 4-1: Adaptive KD-Tree: The adaptation phase with query: 6 < A ≤ 13 AND
5 < B ≤ 8, and size threshold = 4.
columns is executed. In this phase, it creates a copy of the original table into our
index table. In the adaptation phase, it swaps rows in the index table to partition it
according to the query predicates.
Figure 4-1 depicts an example of the adaptation phase when executing the first
query with predicates 6 < A ≤ 13 AND 5 < B ≤ 8 with size threshold = 4. In the
first part of our example, we have our initialized index table equal to the original table.
In the second step, we start the adaptation phase by generating the attribute-value
pairs (A, 6), (B, 5), (A, 13), (B, 8) and partitioning the index table for each of those
pairs. In the example, the second step demonstrates the partition of pair (A, 6). We
swap the rows of our table, taking 6 as a pivot for the first column A, and insert in
the KD-Tree the pivot 6 with the position offset 6. In the third step, we partition the
pair (B, 5), where the table is pivoted in the second column B with pivot 5, later on
adding it to the KD-Tree. Note that we could perform this partitioning in both the
top (A ≤ 6) and bottom (A > 6) pieces of our table. However, since the Adaptive
KD-Tree only indexes the minimum to answer the query, we only refine the piece
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that potentially contains query answers (here, A > 6), leaving the piece that surely
contains no query answers (A ≤ 6) unchanged. A similar process is done for the next
pair (A, 13) depicted as the fourth step. At this step, the resulting piece size reaches
the size threshold , and no further partitioning happens for the last pair (B, 8).
Discussion.
Space-Filling Curve Cracking is the first attempt to perform adaptive indexing of
multiple columns. However, as demonstrated by Pavlovic et al. [45], mapping is
prohibitively expensive on the first query, excluding this strategy from truly adaptive
indexes. QUASII is a more promising solution since it features characteristics that
are similar to standard adaptive indexing techniques. However, QUASII’s aggressive
refinement strategy is undesirable in an adaptive indexing strategy hurting query
robustness. Besides, QUASII forces initial queries to pay an unnecessarily high
cost. The Adaptive KD-Tree has a less aggressive refinement strategy than QUASII.
However, it still does not present the required fined-grained indexing to mitigate
the robustness problem, as Progressive Indexing has. Finally, other techniques are
self-proclaimed multidimensional adaptive indexes, like AQWA [3] and SICC [59].
However, they do not focus on exploratory data analysis but rather on adaptive
indexing for data ingestion. The main goal of AQWA is to adjust for changes in
the data in a Hadoop distributed scenario. Simultaneously, SICC mainly focuses on
reducing “over-coverage” in entries of frequent data ingestion in streaming systems.
Hence, they do not focus on a low penalty for the initial queries, on robustness or
index convergence.
3 Multidimensional Progressive Indexing
The Progressive KD-Tree is a multidimensional progressive indexing technique inspired
by Progressive Quick-Sort (Chapter 3). Like one-dimensional progressive indexing
techniques, the main goals of Progressive KD-Tree are to limit the indexing penalty
imposed on the first query, achieve robust performance, and ensure deterministic
convergence towards a full index — irrespective of the actual query workload or data
distribution. We accomplish all three goals by indexing a fixed-size portion of the
data with each query, independent of the query predicates. The per-query indexing
budget (and hence overhead over a scan) and the convergence speed can be controlled
by a parameter δ that determines the fraction of the entire data set indexed with each
query. Opting for workload independence, we need to choose the partitioning pivots
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independent of the query predicates. We use the average value (arithmetic mean)
to yield a reasonably balanced KD-Tree, also with skewed data. Our experiments
in Section 4 show that determining the median to guarantee a perfectly balanced
KD-Tree is prohibitively expensive and does not pay off. The Progressive KD-Tree
follows two phases. In the initial creation phase, each query copies a δ fraction of the
data out-of-place to our index while pivoting on the first dimension’s average value.
After all data has been copied, in the subsequent refinement phase, queries further
split the existing pieces until their size drops below a size threshold . When all pieces
reach the qualifying size, we consider that the index has converged to a full index. A
fully-converged Progressive KD-Tree will have the same structure as a pre-built full
index KD-Tree using arithmetic means as partitioning pivots.
3.1 Data Structure
Listing 3 KD-Node for Progressive Indexing
1 template <typename T>
2 struct KDNode {
3 T key;
4 unsigned int discriminator_attribute;
5 struct KDNode* left_child;
6 struct KDNode* right_child;
7 unsigned int start;
8 unsigned int end;
9 unsigned int cur_start;
10 unsigned int cur_end;
11 unsigned int left_sum;
12 unsigned int right_sum;
13 };
Instead of using a standard KD-Tree node in our data structure, our Progressive
KD-Tree uses a slightly extended KD-Tree node structure, as depicted in Listing 3.
The standard elements are a key, a discriminator attribute, and two pointers for the
left and right children (Lines 3-6). Since partitioning a single piece (i.e., splitting a
single node) can take multiple queries, we cannot simply keep a single offset pointing
to the final pivot location. Instead, we need to store the offsets marking the boundaries
of the piece at hand (Lines 7-8) as well as the offsets marking the progress of the
pivoting so far (Lines 9-10). Once a piece has been fully pivoted, the latter two offsets
are identical and mark the pivot’s location. In lines 11-12, we define the variables
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that sum the value of the next to-be-partitioned dimension. We use these values to









































































































Q: 6 < A ≤ 13
AND 5 < B ≤ 8 
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Q: 10 < A ≤ 20
AND 7 < B ≤ 9 
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Figure 4-2: Progressive KD-Tree with index budget δ = 0.5 and size threshold = 2.
Four queries submitted in the workload.
3.2 Creation Phase
The creation phase copies the data from the original column into our index while
filtering and pivoting it on that column’s average value. The filtering process is similar
to the Adaptive KD-Tree piece scan when copying and pivoting a dimension of the
data. We create a candidate list to keep track of elements that qualify its filters.
This candidate list is subsequently refined when copying and pivoting the remaining
dimensions.
Figure 4-2 depicts an example of the creation phase in the iterations Create 1
and Create 2. In the Create 1 iteration, we allocate an uninitialized table in DSM
format, with columns A and B, having the same size as the original table columns. We
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start partitioning in the first dimension A. Unlike the Adaptive KD-Tree, the pivot
selection is not impacted by the query predicates. We use the average of that piece’s
dimension, which is calculated during data loading. In the example, the average value
of the whole column A is 9. We then scan the original table and copy the first N ∗ δ
rows to either the top or the bottom of the index, depending on how they compare
to the pivot. In our example, we index half of our table, since δ = 0.5. In this step,
we also search for any elements that fulfill the query predicate. Afterward, we scan
the not-yet-indexed fraction of the original table to answer the query completely. In
subsequent iterations, as depicted in Create 2, we scan either the top, bottom, or both
pieces of the index based on how the query predicate relates to the chosen pivot. In
our example, the running query has a filter 3 < A ≤ 8, and we only need to scan the
upper piece of our index. Finally, we copy and pivot the other half of our table to our
index.
Listing 4 details the creation phase. In lines 2-13, we initialize all necessary
variables to compute our candidate list and store elements in the correct position
related to the pivot. In lines 2-5, we select the original column, index column, and
the query pivots for the dimension discriminated by the root node. In lines 6-7, we
create the variables that hold the offsets of both upper and bottom indexed pieces
and update the root.cur start and root.cur end after finishing the execution. Line
8 stores an offset to the original table that indicates the last row that was indexed.
Line 9 subtracts from our budget the amount of data that will be indexed in this
iteration. Lines 11-13 initialize the candidate list that will result from the creation
phase and the go down bit vector that for each row keeps track of whether pivoting
moves that row to the top part or bottom part of the refined piece. In lines 14-24, the
copied elements are indexed, inserting them to either top or bottom of the index while
checking if their values match the query predicates (Lines 15 and 16). One might
note that all the code is predicated. We avoid branches that could lead to non-robust
(i.e., highly varying execution times) due to branch mis-predictions [48, 10]. In line
25, we omit from this listing the code that propagates the pivoting to the remaining
dimensions. This code sweeps over each remaining column’s respective piece and uses
the go down bit vector as set in line 21 to assign each value to the top part or bottom
part of the refined piece. The code performs a similar operation to the one described
in lines 14-24, with three main differences. First, we do not push elements into the
candidate list but rather manage the ones in there while checking for matches in the
next dimensions. Second, instead of the pivot comparison, we use the information
in the go down bit vector to place the elements in the column properly. Third, for
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Listing 4 Code Snippet of the Creation Phase
1 template <class OPL,class OPR> create(Query &q, int& budget) {
2 col = orig_tbl.columns[root.dim];
3 idx_c = table.columns[root.dim];
4 l = q[root.dim].low
5 h = q[root.dim].high
6 low_pos = root.cur_start;
7 high_pos = root.cur_end;
8 c_pos = root.cur_start + root.end - root.cur_end;
9 n_idx = min(c_pos + budget, root.end);
10 budget -= n_idx - c_pos;
11 bit_idx = 0;
12 CandidateList cl;
13 BitVec go_down = BitVec(n_idx-c_pos);
14 for (i = c_pos; i < n_idx; i++) {
15 mtch = OPL(col[i],l) & OPR(col[i],h);
16 cl.maybe_push_back(i,mtch);
17 big_pvt = (col[i] >= root.key);
18 sml_pvt = 1 - big_pvt;
19 idx_c[low_pos] = col[i];
20 idx_c[high_pos] = col[i];
21 go_down.set(bit_idx++, sml_pvt);
22 low_pos += sml_pvt;
23 high_pos -= big_pvt;
24 }
25 ...
26 root.cur_start = low_pos;
27 root.cur_end = high_pos;
28 return cl;
29 }
the first dimension after the root.dim we update root.left sum and root.right sum
according to the go down bit vector. After indexing all dimensions, in line 26-27, we
update the root offsets, and in line 28, we return the created candidate list that refers
to the δ fraction of the table. Hence, the function that calls the create method still
checks the not-yet-indexed fraction of the original table and the previously indexed
bottom/top index pieces accordingly.
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3.3 Refinement Phase
With the original table no longer required to compute queries, we now perform index
lookups. While doing these lookups, we further refine the index pieces until they all
have become smaller than a given size threshold, progressively converging towards a
full KD-Tree. We focus on refining pieces of the index required for query processing
(i.e., pieces containing query pivots). If these pieces are fully refined (i.e., the pieces
containing query pivots children reach a size below size threshold) and the indexing
budget is not over, refinement is continued on a size priority, refining the largest piece
first. The refinement is done by recursively performing quicksort operations to swap
rows inside the index. Like the creation phase, we also keep track of the sum left and
right children of the indexed piece, which is later used as pivots for the children. After
all the refinement for that query is completed, we perform a similar index lookup and
piece scan as the Adaptive KD-Tree. The only difference is that we need to also take
into account pieces where pivoting is not finished.
Figure 4-2 depicts an example of the refinement phase. In our example, the running
query has the filters 10 < A ≤ 20 and 7 < B ≤ 9. A lookup in the index indicates
a scan of the bottom piece, and hence that is the piece to be refined on dimension
B. We use root .right sum
root .end−root .current end value as the pivot. In the example, the pivot is the
value 8. With δ = 0.5, we are capable of fully refining that piece around 8. Due to our
size threshold = 2, we mark the bottom piece as finished, and no further refinement
occurs.
Query Execution
In this section, we describe how we use the Progressive KD-Tree during query execution.
In the next paragraphs, we describe the two primary operations, the Index Lookup
and the Piece Scan.
Index Lookup. After performing the necessary index creation for the query, we
perform an index lookup followed by the scan of all pieces that fit our query predicates.
The index lookup starts from the root of the KD-Tree and recursively traverses the tree
depending on how the query relates to the current node key. In Figure 4-3 we depict
an example of the entire search process for predicates 6 < A ≤ 15 AND 0 < B ≤ 5.
The search method starts by comparing the root of the tree that indexes column A on
key 6, with the range 6 < A ≤ 15. We need to check the root’s right child since both
predicate boundaries are greater than the node (i.e., where all elements on A > 6 are
stored.). We now compare the range 0 < B ≤ 5 to the node that indexes column
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Q: 6 < A ≤ 15











































Figure 4-3: A search with predicates 6 < A ≤ 15 AND 0 < B ≤ 5 in the Adaptive
KD-Tree.
B on key 5. Note that this time, the predicate boundaries are lower or equal to the
node’s key. Hence, we only need to check its left child. Finally, since the left child is
null, we scan the piece starting on offset 5 until offset 9.
Piece Scan. The index lookup returns a list of pieces that we scan to answer
the query. For each piece, we have a pair of offsets indicating where they begin and
end and information of which predicates still need to be checked. For example, in
Figure 4-3, on the rightmost column, the index would have returned one piece, with
offsets 5 and 9. For this piece, we know that all elements in there are 6 < A and B ≤ 5.
Hence, we do not need to apply the lower and higher query predicates of attributes A
and B, respectively. However, whenever the index does not match our query predicates
exactly, we need to perform a multidimensional conjunctive selection on one or more
pieces. There are, in general, two ways to perform multidimensional conjunctive
selections in column stores. (1) We perform the selection on each column individually,
creating an intermediate result per column as (candidate) list of IDs (or as bit-vector).
Later, intersecting all lists (or and-ing all bit-vectors) to yield the final result. (2) We
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perform the selection over one column, creating an intermediate (candidate) list of IDs
(or as bit-vector). Then we use this candidate list (or bit-vector) to test the selection
predicate on the next column only for those tuples that qualified with the first column
and create a revised candidate list (or bit-vector) as an intermediate result reflecting
both selections. We continue accordingly for all remaining columns. Option (1) is
advantageous for low selectivities since they focus on sequential scans over the whole
data set, while option (2) presents the best performance over high selectivities since,
except the first column, we only check elements that qualify. Hence, in all our scans,
we use option (2) with a candidate list to achieve the best performance.
Interactivity Threshold.
The user must provide the Progressive KD-Tree with an interactivity time threshold
τ and a δ. We distinguish two situations depending on the full scan costs. (1) If a
simple scan of the entire table does not exceed τ , we use the cost model, presented in
the next section, to calculate a δ′ such that the first query (incl. indexing a δ′ fraction
of the data) does not exceed τ . We then use δ = min(δ, δ′) for all queries, ensuring
that none exceeds τ . (2) If a simple scan of the entire table does exceed τ , we use
the user-provided δ until the KD-Tree is sufficiently built such that the scan cost
per query drops below τ . Then, we calculate a δ′ as in situation (1) and proceed as
described above.
3.4 Greedy Progressive Indexing
While the δ parameter of Progressive KD-Tree allows us to control both the per-query
indexing effort (and hence overhead) and the speed of convergence towards a full index,
there is a mutual trade-off. The smaller δ, the lower the overhead, but the slower the
convergence; the larger δ, the faster the convergence, but the higher the overhead.
Let tscan denote the time to scan the entire data set, tbudget denote the time it
takes to pivot/refine a δ fraction of the data set, t′i denote the net query execution
time (i.e., without refining the index) of the ith query Qi given the current state of
the index, and ti = t
′
i + tbudget denote the gross execution time (i.e., incl. refining the
index) of the ith query Qi given the current state of the index. The gross execution
time ti of each query with Progressive KD-Tree is bounded by ttotal = tscan + tbudget ,
i.e., ti ≤ ttotal . While this is a tight bound for the first query (t′0 = tscan ⇒ t0 = ttotal),
it gets looser the more queries are being processed and the more of the index is partly
constructed, as then the partial index is likely to let queries become faster than a scan
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System ω cost of sequential page read (s)
κ cost of sequential page write (s)
φ cost of random page access (s)
σ cost of random write (s)
γ elements per page
Data set N number of elements in the data set
& Query α % of data scanned in partial index
d number of dimensions
Index δ % of data to-be-indexed
ρ % of data already indexed
h height of the KD-Tree
Table 4.1: Parameters for Progressive Indexing Cost Model.
(t′i < tscan ⇒ ti < ttotal).
While generally decreasing, t′i, and hence ti, can still vary significantly until the
index is fully built.
We propose Greedy Progressive KD-Tree as a refinement of Progressive KD-Tree to
ensure that, until the index is fully created, each query Qi has the same gross execution
time ti = t0 = ttotal , i.e., exploits the full difference between ttotal and t
′
i for indexing.
In this way, we speed-up convergence without increasing total query execution time.
To do so, we introduce a cost model that estimates the net execution time t′i for
each query Qi and calculates its maximum indexing budget as t
′
budget ,i = ttotal − t′i,
from which we derive δ′i for each Qi. The first query uses the user-provided δ, i.e.,
δ′0 = δ ⇒ t′budget ,0 = tbudget .
Cost Model.
The cost model considers the query and the state of the index in a way that is not
affected by different data distributions, workload patterns, or query selectivities. In a
nutshell, our cost model can tell how much data will be scanned, hence yielding a con-
servative δ′i that guarantees that our query cost will never exceed ttotal . A conservative
δ′i means the highest possible δ
′
i in the worst-case, where any construction or refinement
does not boost the current query execution. However, if the query execution finishes
below the ttotal limit, we perform one extra step called the reactive phase to perform
an extra indexing until fully consuming the ttotal limit. The parameters of the Greedy
Progressive KD-Tree cost model are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Creation Phase
The total time taken in the creation phase is the sum of (1) the index lookup time
(i.e., time to access the root node and decide if we scan the top/bottom of our table),
(2) the indexing time, and (3) the original table scan.
(1) To calculate the index lookup time, we need to account for the node access and
the top/bottom access of each column of our table, where we perform two random
accesses 2 ∗ φ ,one for the root and one to access the indexed table’s first column,
and α∗N
γ
for the total data we must scan. Since our data has d dimensions, we must
account one random access for the additional columns and multiply the sequential




+ (d+ 1) ∗ φ.
(2) The indexing time (i.e., index construction time) consists of scanning the base
table pages and writing the pivoted elements to the result array. The indexing time
is calculated by multiplying the time it takes to scan and write a page sequentially
(κ + ω) by the number of pages we need to write summed with the access of each
dimension, resulting in tindexing = (κ+ ω) ∗ N∗δγ + (d− 1) ∗ φ.
(3) The original table scan, is given by sequentially reading all not-yet-indexed
data. The total fraction of the data that remains unindexed is 1− ρ− δ, hence the




The total time taken for the creation phase is the sum of all three steps, hence






In the refinement phase, we no longer need to scan the base table. Instead, we only
need to scan the fraction α of the data in the index. However, we now need to (1)
traverse the KD-Tree to figure out the bounds of α, and (2) swap elements in-place
inside the index instead of sequentially writing them to refine the index. The height
h times the cost of random page access φ gives the cost for traversing the KD-Tree,
resulting in tlookup = h ∗ φ. For the swapping of elements, we perform predicated
(i.e., branch-free) swapping [10] to allow for a constant cost regardless of how many
elements we need to swap. The total swap cost is the number of elements we can
swap times the cost of swapping them, which is two random writes multiplied by the
d dimensions, i.e., tswap = N ∗ δ ∗ 2 ∗ d ∗ σ. The total cost in this phase is therefore
equivalent to ttotal = tlookup + α ∗ tscan + tswap. Finally, we set δ = tbudgetN∗2∗d∗σ for the
adaptive indexing budget.
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Interactivity Threshold
With Greedy Progressive KD-Tree, in addition to the mandatory interactivity time
threshold τ , the user can additionally provide a “penalty” budget δ or a limit x of
queries. We distinguish two situations, depending on the full scan cost. (1) If tscan < τ ,
we set ttotal = τ , i.e., ensure that no query exceeds τ , and use our cost model to
calculate all tbudget ,i and δ
′
i (incl. the first query’s tbudget ,0 and δ
′
0) as described above. In
this case, we ignore the also provided δ or x. (2) If tscan ≥ τ , we distinguish two cases.
(2a) In case the user provided a “penalty” budget δ, we start with ttotal = tscan + tbudget
with δ, and use our cost model to calculate all tbudget ,i and δ
′
i until the KD-Tree is
sufficiently built such that the scan cost per query drop below τ .
(2b) In case the user provided a limit x of queries, we use our cost model to
calculate the amount of indexing that is required to build a partial KD-Tree such that
the remaining scan cost per query is less than τ , distribute this indexing work over x
queries, and calculate how much indexing budget tbudget++ is needed for each query.
With this, we proceed as in (2a) for the first x queries. In both cases, (2a) & (2b), we
then proceed with the user-provided τ as in situation (1).
4 Experimental Analysis
In this section, we provide a quantitative assessment of our proposed progressive
indexes. This section is divided into four parts. First, we define all real and synthetic
data sets and workloads used in our assessment. Second, we analyze the impact of
δ on the Progressive KD-Tree in terms of first query cost, pay-off, time until full
convergence, and total time. Third, we provide an in-depth performance comparison
of our proposed progressive indexes and analyze their behavior under three real and
eight synthetic workloads. We also provide comparisons with the state-of-the-art on
multidimensional adaptive indexes QUASII (Q) and Adaptive KD-Tree (AKD). We
use two variations of a full KD-Tree index as a baseline. The first one using the
average value of a piece as the pivot (AvgKD), and the second one using medians
(MedKD). Finally, we study our algorithms’ behavior when the full scan cost is higher
than the interactivity threshold.
4.1 Setup.
All indexes were implemented in a stand-alone C++ program. All the data is 4-
byte floating-point numbers stored in a columnar format (i.e., DSM). The code was
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Figure 4-4: Visual representation of the different synthetic workloads.
compiled using GNU g++ version 9.2.1 with optimization level -O3. All experiments
were conducted on a machine with 256 GB of main memory, an Intel Xeon E5-2650
with 2.0 GHz clock, and 20 MB of L3 cache size.
4.2 Data Sets & Workloads
We use four different data sets in our assessment.
Power. The power benchmark consists of sensor data collected from a manufac-
turing installation, obtained from the DEBS 2012 challenge3. The data set has three
dimensions and 10 million tuples. The workload consists of random close-range queries
on each dimension, a total of 3000 queries.
Skyserver. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a project to map the universe. Their
data and queries are publicly available at their website4. The data set we use here
consists of two columns, ra and dec, from the photoobjall table with approximately 69
million tuples. The workload consists of 100,000 real range queries executed on those
two attributes.
Genomics. The 1000 Genomes Project collects data regarding human genomes.
It consists of 10 million genomes, described in 19 dimensions. The workload consists
of 100 queries constructed by bio-informaticians.
Uniform. It follows a uniform data distribution for each attribute in the table,
consisting of 4-byte floating-point numbers in the range of [0, N), where N is the
experiment’s number of tuples. We use eight different synthetic workloads in our
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the multidimensional case. Figure 4-4 depicts a two-dimensional example of these
workloads with the mathematical formulas used to generate them. In addition to these
workloads, we propose a new one, called shifting. The shifting workload represents
a common scenario in data exploration where the columns being queried change
constantly (e.g., the data scientist executes ten queries on three columns, which
leads him to investigate the other three columns, and so forth). When generating
a synthetic workload, we take as a parameter the overall query selectivity σ. To
keep σ constant, regardless of the number d of dimensions used, we set the per-
dimension selectivity with d dimensions to σd = d
√
σ; e.g., for σ = 1%, we get
σ2 = 10%, σ4 = 31%, σ6 = 46%, σ8 = 56%.
4.3 Delta Impact
The parameter δ defines a percentage of the total amount of our data that is pivoted
per query. If δ = 0, no indexing is performed, hence only full scans are executed,
and the index will never converge. On the other hand, if δ = 1, the creation phase
completes in the first query, with the data fully pivoted once in the first dimension. In
this section, we explore how δ impacts our index in terms of the burden on the first
query, how many queries it takes for the index to pay-off when compared to a full scan,
how much time it takes until full index convergence, and the impacts on cumulative
time for the entire workload. We use a uniform data set and workload, with 30 million
rows, d ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8} columns, and 1000 queries with 1% selectivity. We test with
multiple δ values, ranging from 0.1 to 1. Where applicable, we compare Progressive
KD-Tree (PKD) with Adaptive KD-Tree (AKD), QUASII (Q), Average/Median KD-
Tree (AvgKD/MedKD), Full Scan (FS). Both Average and Median KD-Tree are built
using the attribute order given by the table schema.
First Query
The first query cost is the cost of fully scanning the data with the addition of copying
and pivoting a δ-fraction of the data. Figure 4-5 depicts the first query cost over
varying δ for multiple columns. With Progressive KD-Tree, the cost increases linearly
as we increase δ, and hence the amount of indexed data, with the impact being larger,
the more columns are involved, i.e., the more data needs to be copied. With δ = 0, the
first query merely performs a Full Scan. The first query cost for Adaptive KD-Tree is
about the same as for Progressive KD-Tree with δ ∈ [0.6, 0.7]. The first query cost of



































Figure 4-5: First query cost.
due to the more intensive refinement work of QUASII. For Average KD-Tree and
Median KD-Tree, the first query costs grow linearly with the number of columns. We
omit them from Figure 4-5 as building the entire index is far more expensive than any
query shown there.
Pay-Off
In this experiment, we define pay-off as the number q of queries required until investing
in incrementally building the Progressive KD-Tree pays off compared to performing only





Figure 4-6 depicts the pay-off for multiple dimensions. While a small δ limits the
indexing impact over the initial queries, it also limits and the indexing progress. For
workloads with high per-column selectivity, this results in the queries being capable of
taking advantage of the little index progress early on. However, in a workload with
a low per-column selectivity (e.g., with 8 columns, we need a per-column selectivity
of 56% to yield an overall query selectivity of 1%), this results in the queries not
being able to take advantage of the indexing early on. For example, with δ = 0.1,
it takes 10 queries to pivot the first node fully. Since in our experiment, we use a
uniform data set, and the Progressive KD-Tree uses averages as pivots, that results in
a pivot that partitions the data on two pieces with approximately 50% of the total
data. In the case of an 8-dimensional workload with per-column selectivity of 56%, the
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Figure 4-6: #Queries until Pay-off.
workload cannot take advantage of the index for the first 10 queries. Hence, the initial
queries always perform index creation and full scans, resulting in a higher pay-off
when compared to lower per-column selectivities. Furthermore, a higher δ reduces
the limitation on the index progress, creating an index that can boost queries early
on and diminishing the number of queries for the pay-off. Regarding the minimal
indexing for the given workload, Adaptive KD-Tree pays-off as early as the quickest
variant of Progressive KD-Tree (δ = 0.1).
Convergence
The convergence is defined as the time, in seconds, it takes for the Progressive KD-
Tree to fully index the data and achieve the same query performance as the Average
KD-Tree. Figure 4-7 depicts the convergence for multiple dimensions. The time to
converge increases with the number of dimensions because the average query time
also increases. However, since δ determines a percentage of the data that is indexed
per query, the number of dimensions has no impact on the number of queries to
converge. For example, with δ = 0.1, the number of queries to converge is about 100,






























































Figure 4-8: Cumulative time (1000 queries).
Cumulative Time
In Figure 4-8, downward-pointing triangles (“Total”) mark the cumulative times to
execute the entire workload of 1000 queries, while upward-pointing triangles (“After”)
mark the cumulative times for only the tail of the workload after the index is fully built
and used for optimal query performance, i.e., no further index refinement is performed.
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The shaded range between both indicates the cumulative time until the index is fully
built. Progressive KD-Tree takes at most 103 queries to converge to a full index with
δ = 0.1, or even as a mere 10 queries with δ = 1. Consequently, 90% (δ = 0.1) to
99% (δ = 1) of the 1000 queries in the workload benefit from the fully-built index,
accounting for the majority of the cumulative execution time due to their number
rather than per-query time. Only between 1% (δ = 1) and 10% (δ = 0.1) of the
workload contribute to progressively constructing the index. For the non-progressive
techniques, we only show the “Total” workload time without breaking it down into
before and after convergence. Adaptive KD-Tree and QUASII never converge in this
experiment, while Average KD-Tree and Median KD-Tree converge with the first
query by design. Overall, with δ ≥ 0.2, Progressive KD-Tree yields about the same
total workload time as the non-progressive techniques. Only in the 8-dimensional
scenario, QUASII and Adaptive KD-Tree outperform Progressive KD-Tree.
Picking a Delta (δ).
For exploratory data analysis, our indexes must not impose a high burden over the
initial queries while still paying off their investments quickly and preferably converging
fast and presenting a low total cost. Taking these objectives in mind, we select a
δ = 0.2 for our performance comparisons. It offers a sharp decrease in total cost and
convergence compared to δ = 0.1, without a significant increase in cost in the first
query.
4.4 Performance Comparison
In the remainder of the experimental section, we will focus on comparing the
performance of the Progressive KD-Tree (PKD) and the Greedy Progressive KD-
Tree (GPKD) with the state-of-the-art. In particular, we compare it with QUASII (Q),
Adaptive KD-Tree (AKD), and two KD-Tree full-index implementations, the Average
KD-Tree (AvgKD) that uses the average value of pieces as pivots and the median
KD-Tree (MedKD) that uses the median values as pivots. We also test a Full Scan (FS)
implementation using candidate lists as the baseline.
We verify four main characteristics that are desirable in indexing approaches for
multidimensional exploratory data analysis. (1) The first query cost. (2) The number
of queries executed, so the investment performed on index creation pays-off. (3) The
workload robustness. (4) The total workload cost. To evaluate our indexes, we execute
all workloads as described in Section 4.2.
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We execute the real workloads as given. For the Synthetic workloads, we generate
d = 8 dimensions, with 300 million tuples for Uniform, Skewed, SequentialZoom, and
50 million tuples for all others. All queries have σ = 1% overall selectivity, while
the per-dimension selectivity for all columns is σ8 = 56%. The only exception is the
sequential workload, where we only generate two dimensions with σ2 = 0.1%. This
is because, with the sequential workload, query ranges must not overlap; with more
than two attributes, the per attribute selectivity is too big, and using query selectivity
σ = 1% would yield only 10 disjoint queries. Hence, we decrease overall selectivity to
σ = 0.0001%, which yields 1000 disjoint queries.
We use size threshold = 1024 tuples as a minimum partition size for all indexes.
Unless stated otherwise, all progressive indexing experiments use an interactivity
threshold equal to the first query cost of PKD with δ = 0.2.
First Query.
MedKD AvgKD Q AKD PKD(.2) GPKD(.2) FS
50
M
Unif(8) 20.20 12.46 5.11 3.07 1.36 1.36 0.91
Skewed(8) 20.23 12.48 6.25 3.49 1.26 1.26 0.82
Zoom(8) 20.28 12.68 6.13 3.24 1.32 1.31 0.84
Prdc(8) 20.17 12.42 6.99 6.94 0.99 1.00 0.60
SeqZoom(8) 19.98 12.42 5.23 2.90 1.42 1.41 0.93
AltZoom(8) 20.18 12.43 6.98 6.93 0.99 1.00 0.60
Shift(8) 20.20 12.46 5.11 3.07 1.36 1.36 0.91
Seq (2) 15.88 8.30 4.01 0.68 0.26 0.26 0.19
R
ea
l Power 1.52 0.83 0.33 0.23 0.08 0.08 0.06
Genomics 2.58 2.62 1.25 0.99 0.27 0.27 0.03
Skyserver 14.31 6.84 1.19 0.63 0.36 0.35 0.26
30
0M
Unif(8) 146.72 83.91 37.25 20.93 8.17 8.17 5.47
Skewed(8) 146.80 84.01 43.06 21.24 7.94 7.96 5.12
SeqZoom(8) 146.87 84.36 35.93 18.08 8.84 8.83 6.41
Table 4.2: First query response time (Seconds).
Table 4.2 depicts the first query cost of all algorithms on all workloads. The
Median KD-Tree and the Average KD-Tree present the highest times on the first
query since they create a full index when we query a group of columns for the first
time. The Median KD-Tree usually presents a higher cost since finding the median of
a piece is more costly than finding the average value. The adaptive indexes are up to
one order of magnitude cheaper than the full indexes since they only index a focused
region necessary to answer the query. QUASII has a more aggressive partitioning
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algorithm than the Adaptive KD-Tree (for example, in the first query of the uniform
workload, the Adaptive KD-Tree creates 161 nodes while QUASII creates 13,480)
and, thus, ends up being a factor 2 slower in the first query evaluation. Finally, both
progressive indexing solutions have the same time on the first query since they execute
it with the same δ. They impose the smallest burden on the first query and are up to
one order of magnitude faster than the adaptive indexing solutions.
Pay-off.
MedKD AvgKD Q AKD PKD(.2) GPKD(.2)
50
M
Unif(8) 22.19 13.57 11.12 6.83 31.41 22.88
Skewed(8) 23.67 14.42 9.90 5.44 36.06 28.06
Zoom(8) 31.25 18.54 6.19 3.26 39.50 30.19
Prdc(8) 22.00 13.47 7.08 7.09 29.14 22.53
SeqZoom(8) 21.22 13.20 5.27 2.91 32.00 24.39
AltZoom(8) 21.53 13.15 8.12 7.57 19.15 26.46
Shift(8) 2094.98 1319.28 1085.27 26.34 1152.43 1263.61
Seq (2) 15.89 8.30 4.07 51.17 1.93 7.62
R
ea
l Power 1.79 0.96 0.81 0.41 1.04 1.80
Genomics 6.41 6.49 9.06 6.09 16.16 17.69
Skyserver 14.32 6.84 1.24 0.75 2.91 9.40
30
0M
Unif(8) 154.82 87.70 74.92 40.52 197.89 160.04
Skewed(8) 159.33 88.26 65.96 32.97 229.73 180.63
SeqZoom(8) 151.92 91.32 36.17 18.17 185.14 155.27
Table 4.3: Pay-off (Seconds).
Table 4.3 depicts the time it takes for the investment spent on index creation to
pay-off when compared to a full scan. For the full index approaches, the Average
KD-Tree presents a smaller pay-off than the Median KD-Tree due to a lower cost
on index creation while maintaining a similar cost on index lookup. In the adaptive
solutions, the Adaptive KD-Tree has the lowest pay-off, not only when compared to
QUASII, but overall, this is a direct result of its core design of only indexing the
pieces necessary for the executing query. At the same time, QUASII performs a more
aggressive refinement strategy that increases its pay-off. The Adaptive KD-Tree has
the worst pay-off in the sequential workload, which represents its worst-case scenario.
Finally, the progressive solutions present the highest pay-off in general. However,
it is important to notice that we picked our δs optimizing for a low burden in the
first query. Since most experiments are with 8 columns, as depicted in Figure 4-6
to optimize for a low pay-off we would need to use larger δs. One can notice that
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the progressive solutions perform the best on the sequential workload due to the low
number of columns benefiting from the small δ. One can notice that for the Shift(8)
workload, no algorithm besides the Adaptive KD-Tree pays-off due to the low number
of queries executed before shifting the columns we are looking into. Figure 4-9 depicts




















Figure 4-9: Cumulative response time.
Genomics, first 30 queries.
the cumulative response time of the first 30 queries in the Genomics Benchmark.
Compared to full indexes, both adaptive and progressive indexes take longer to pay-off
and achieve full index response time. This is due to the full indexes having a low first
query cost, as discussed in the first query sub-section.
Robustness.
To calculate the robustness, we check the variance in per-query cost, for the first 50
queries or up to full index convergence. For full indexes, the variance is 0 because
it fully converges in the first query. Table 4.4 depicts the robustness of all adaptive
and progressive algorithms. The Adaptive KD-Tree is as robust as QUASII. The
progressive indexing solutions are the most robust options, with up to 3 orders of
magnitude lower variance than the adaptive indexing approaches, with the Greedy
Progressive KD-Tree always being the most robust, with a constant per-query cost
until convergence due to its cost model adaptive δ (Fig. 4-10).
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Q AKD PKD(.2) GPKD(.2)
50
M
Unif(8) 6E-01 2E-01 9E-02 1E-03
Skewed(8) 8E-01 2E-01 8E-02 2E-03
Zoom(8) 7E-01 2E-01 8E-02 1E-03
Prdc(8) 1E+00 9E-01 4E-02 6E-04
SeqZoom(8) 5E-01 2E-01 1E-01 2E-03
AltZoom(8) 1E+00 9E-01 8E-02 6E-04
Shift(8) 2E+00 9E-01 3E-02 1E-03
Seq (2) 3E-01 3E-03 1E-03 8E-05
R
ea
l Power 3E-03 1E-03 6E-04 3E-05
Genomics 2E-01 6E-02 1E-02 9E-04
Skyserver 4E-02 8E-03 4E-03 2E-04
30
0M
Unif(8) 3E+01 1E+01 4E+00 3E-02
Skewed(8) 4E+01 9E+00 3E+00 3E-02
SeqZoom(8) 3E+01 6E+00 4E+00 5E-02
Table 4.4: Query time variance (smaller is better).













Figure 4-10: Per query response time.
Uniform(8), first 50 queries.
Total Response Time.
Table 4.5 depicts the total response time of all benchmarks. The Progressive Indexing
approaches have a very similar response time compared to the full indexes due to their
design characteristics prioritizing robustness and convergence over total response time,
which is reinforced by the low δ picked for the experiments. Adaptive indexing always
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MedKD AvgKD Q AKD PKD(.2) GPKD(.2) FS
50
M
Unif(8) 109.7 101.4 95.6 74.3 122.6 109.9 857.5
Skewed(8) 147.6 138.3 107.6 43.1 160.8 151.1 856.6
Zoom(8) 52.0 40.9 11.4 7.1 58.5 51.6 687.1
Prdc(8) 85.8 73.6 61.9 229.9 93.3 86.4 807.7
SeqZoom(8) 31.0 24.2 8.2 4.5 46.6 34.1 499.6
AltZoom(8) 44.0 34.2 18.9 22.4 53.4 48.3 747.0
Shift(8) 2095.0 1319.3 1085.3 775.5 1152.4 1263.6 885.5
Seq (2) 15.9 8.3 6.0 102.9 7.8 7.6 332.6
R
ea
l Power 26.0 24.4 24.6 31.3 25.0 24.7 164.6
Genomics 10.9 10.9 10.6 7.3 16.2 17.7 16.1
Skyserver 16.0 14.1 6.9 12.0 10.7 10.4 20186.5
30
0M
Unif(8) 468.8 366.9 422.9 352.0 558.4 472.7 5423.8
Skewed(8) 581.9 399.8 521.0 195.2 674.9 595.9 5367.1
SeqZoom(8) 183.0 122.5 48.7 24.5 277.3 186.0 3221.2
Table 4.5: Total response time (Seconds).
has the lowest total response time due to its high focus on refining pieces requested by
the currently executing query. The Adaptive KD-Tree presents the fastest results for
most of the workloads. The exception is for highly skewed workloads (e.g., Alternating
Zoom and SkyServer), which is due to QUASII’s extra refinement paying-off almost
immediately, and in the Periodic and Sequential Benchmarks.
The Sequential benchmark emulates the worst-case scenario for the Adaptive
KD-Tree, where the KD-Tree ends up almost equal to a linked list. This happens
due to blindly adapting using the query predicates and because the KD-Tree has no
self-balancing mechanism.
The Shifting benchmark also presents a peculiar result. The only index with a faster
response time than the full scan is the Adaptive KD-Tree, with its workload-dependent
refinement approach quickly paying off for such a small window of queries.
4.5 Impact of Dimensionality
In this section, we evaluate how the number of dimensions affects the performance
of each technique. We experiment with a uniform workload of 1000 queries with 1%
selectivity on a uniform data set with 2, 4, 8, and 16 columns. Table 4.6 depicts
the first query cost, time to pay-off, time until convergence, robustness, and total
execution time for each index. Similar to the results presented in the previous section,
the Average KD-Tree has the upper hand in terms of total cost and number of queries
until pay-off, while the Progressive KD-Trees are the most robust with a predictable
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First Query 15.94 8.35 2.89 1.05 0.55 0.54 0.52
PayOff 16.05 8.40 5.56 1.63 1.94 8.18 -
Convergence - - * * 9.68 7.78 -
Robustness - - 0.20 0.02 0.01 0.00 -






First Query 17.13 9.56 3.14 1.65 0.83 0.82 0.65
PayOff 17.33 9.66 5.80 3.26 4.65 11.40 -
Convergence - - * * 14.47 10.66 -
Robustness - - 0.20 0.08 0.03 0.00 -






First Query 20.20 12.46 5.11 3.07 1.36 1.36 0.91
PayOff 22.19 13.57 11.12 6.83 31.41 22.88 -
Convergence - - * * 38.02 21.34 -
Robustness - - 0.60 0.20 0.09 0.00 -






First Query 45.10 36.99 29.19 10.85 2.07 2.05 1.30
PayOff 223.96 173.06 50.65 35.64 183.21 185.68 -
Convergence - - * * 96.14 74.17 -
Robustness - - 20.00 3.00 0.03 0.08 -
Time 1054.69 1023.24 461.45 260.02 1026.44 1029.89 1258.90
Table 4.6: Performance difference on Uniform benchmark with different number of
attributes.
convergence. One can notice that as the number of dimensions increases, the difference
in total time and pay-off between the Adaptive Indexing solutions and the Progressive
Indexing increases drastically. This happens due to the convergence principle of
progressive indexing, which causes it to behave similarly to a full index.
4.6 Full Scan Exceeding the Interactivity Threshold
Figure 4-11 depicts the behavior of the Adaptive KD-Tree (AKD), the Progressive
KD-Tree (PKD), and both options for the Greedy Progressive KD-Tree, with a fixed
number of queries as input (GPFQ) and a fixed penalty (GPFP). For this experiment,
we set our interactive threshold to 0.5s, approximately half the cost of a full scan.
AKD performs the necessary indexing as a pre-processing step during the first query.
Hence its first query is one order of magnitude more expensive than a full scan. Due
to this investment, all remaining queries are under the threshold. PKD starts with
the user-provided δ of 0.2 and gradually reaches a scan cost below the interactivity
threshold. At that point, it calculates a new δ′, which gradually converges to a full
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Figure 4-11: Adaptive and Progressive KD-Tree with scans costs exceeding the
interactivity threshold; first 100 queries.
index. Both GPFQ and GPFP have similar behavior. They start at a cost higher
than the interactivity threshold, have a sudden drop to the threshold cost, and later
one more drop until full convergence. For GPFQ, this first drop happens after ten
queries, as requested by the user, at the expense of slightly higher first query costs
than GPFP. GPFP uses an indexing penalty of δ = 0.2, and only drops once pieces
are small enough, slightly later than GPFQ.
5 Summary
This chapter extended existing work on multidimensional adaptive indexing by in-
troducing two new progressive indexing algorithms. We showed that our algorithms
are superior compared with state-of-the-art multidimensional indexing in various real
and synthetic workloads. In summary, both Progressive KD-Tree’s present the lowest
penalty on the initial queries, with the Greedy Progressive KD-Tree yielding the fastest
convergence and best robustness. In general, which technique to use depends on the
properties desired by the user. If the ultimate goal is the total cost, the Adaptive
KD-Tree is the algorithm of choice. However, in exploratory data analysis, where we
want to keep the impact on initial queries low, and we want a constant query response
time without performance spikes, Greedy Progressive KD-Tree is the logical choice.
Up to this point in this thesis, we explored how to create uni and multidimensional
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Progressive Indexes. However, these indexes assume that the data is immutable (i.e.,
no appends or updates happen). In the next chapter, we propose one new progressive






The major drawback of Progressive Indexes is that they are only designed for static
databases. However, in the interactive data analysis scenario, the data is not static
but rather frequently updated with batches of data that must be appended. If we take
the flight dataset example presented in Chapter 2 we can consider the scenario where
batches of data are regularly appended since new flights happen all the time (e.g.,
either data is appended every few minutes, hours, days, depending on how critical is
to analyze recent data).
One way of adapting the current Progressive Indexing strategy to support updates
is to use the techniques developed for merging updates on Adaptive Indexes since they
produce similar intermediate incremental indexes. However, these merging techniques
follow Adaptive Indexing’s philosophy of lazy query execution, drastically decreasing
robustness (i.e., it creates performance spikes that vary the per-query response time
in orders of magnitudes up and down), with no guaranteed convergence and high
penalties for larger batches of appends.
In this chapter, we introduce Progressive Mergesort. Progressive Mergesort is
designed to efficiently merge batches of appends while following Progressive Indexing’s
core design decisions. It presents a low-query impact even for large batches, high




The main contributions of this chapter are:
• We introduce a novel Progressive Indexing technique that focuses on merging
batches of appends into our main Progressive Indexing run.
• We experimentally verify that the Progressive Mergesort provides a more robust,
predictable, and faster performance through various batch sizes and update
frequencies.
• We provide Open-Source implementations of Progressive Mergesort.1
1.2 Outline
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate related research
on updating Adaptive Indexes, called Adaptive Merges. In Section 3, we describe
our novel Progressive Mergesort technique and discuss its benefits and drawbacks.
In Section 4, we perform an experimental evaluation of each of the novel methods
we introduce, and we compare it against adaptive merging techniques. Finally, in
Section 5 we draw our conclusions.
2 Related Work
There are three main algorithms designed to efficiently merge appends into adaptive
indexes [34], the Merge Complete, Merge Gradual, and Merge Ripple, and we will refer
to these algorithms as Adaptive Merges from now on. They follow the same philosophy
of Adaptive Indexing by only merging appends when necessary. They differ from each
other in terms of what data they will merge and how they merge it. In the following
subsections, we overview each algorithm and present an example of their execution.
Besides the strategies to efficiently merge appends into the index’s column, Holanda et
al. [29] presents a strategy to prune cold data from the cracker index to boost updates.
However, we do not explore this strategy in this work since it directly goes against
our full convergence philosophy.
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Figure 5-1: Merge Complete on query A ¡ 8
2.1 Merge Complete (MC)
This algorithm completely merges the full Appends vector into the Cracker Column
as soon as a query requests data that is also present in the Appends vector.
Figure 5-1 depicts an example of merge complete executing the query A < 8. In
our example, the column is already partitioned around three pivot points 8, 10, and
14. Since the appends vector contains element 6 (i.e., an element that qualifies the
query), the whole appends vector is merged. The first step of the merge is to resize
our cracker column to cracker column.size() + appends.size(), followed by a copy of
the appends elements to the end of the column and the deletion of the appends vector.
Then we must swap the newly added elements that are in the wrong piece to their
correct piece. In this case, elements 6, 8, and 11 are swapped with elements in the
current piece’s border with the last piece. After performing the swaps, we update
the cracker index pointer for 14 to point at the correct place, considering the newly
inserted elements. This process is repeated until all inserted elements are placed in
the correct pieces. In our example, we perform 6 swaps, and we update all 3 nodes of




our cracker index. At the end of the execution, the appends list is empty.
2.2 Merge Gradual (MG)
Figure 5-2: Merge Gradual on query A ¡ 8
Merge Gradual differs from Merge Complete concerning the amount of data merged
per query. It only merges elements that qualify for the currently executing query.
Figure 5-2 presents the algorithm executing the A < 8 query in the same cracker
column as before. A binary search using the query predicates is performed in the
Appends vector. The elements that qualify for the query, in this case only the value
6, are merged to the cracker index. As before, value 6 is initially placed at the end
of the cracker column and erased from the appends vector. Value 6 is then swapped
until it reaches its correct piece, with the nodes in the cracker index being updated
accordingly. Note that 3 swaps are done in this case, all 3 nodes from the cracker
index are updated, and 25% of the values in the appends vector are merged.
2.3 Merge Ripple (MR)
Merge Ripple (MR) Like Merge Complete, the Merge Ripple algorithm only merges
the elements that qualify for the query predicates. They differ on how they merge
them. In the Merge Ripple, instead of resizing the Cracker Column and appending
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Figure 5-3: Merge Ripple on query A ¡ 8
the element to its end as its first step, it starts by swapping the to-be inserted element
with the first element in the next greater-neighboring piece from its correct piece.
Figure 5-3 depicts an example of Merge Ripple executing the query A < 8. In our
example, the column is already partitioned around three pivot points (8, 10, 14), and
the appends array contains four values (6, 8, 11, 17). Since we only need to insert
element 6 from the appends array, we perform a cracker index lookup and identify
the element’s piece (i.e., the first piece holding 6, 4, 2, and 7). We then go to the
successor piece (i.e., piece 2 with elements 8 and 9) and swap the first element of that
piece (8) with the element in our appends (6). After that, we only need to update the
cracker index node that points to the value 8. In this case, we only had to perform 1
swap and update 1 node in the cracker. However, our append list remains with the
same size it had at the start of the algorithm. Merge Ripple performs fewer swaps and
updates than the previous algorithms while merging the necessary amount of data to
our index.
Discussion. The Merge Complete algorithm presents the highest convergence
since it fully merges the appends list whenever the appends vector has elements
that qualify for the query. However, it will potentially present high-performance
spikes when performing such merges. The Merge Ripple is expected to present lower
performance spikes since it only merges what is necessary, avoiding column resizes,
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swaps, and index node updates. However, it also presents a slow convergence and
can present large performance spikes when the workload shifts to a piece where many
elements must be merged. The Merge Gradual seems to be the best balance between
robustness and convergence, but robustness issues similar to the Merge Ripple are
still expected. Another major problem of these algorithms is the necessity of having
a fully sorted appends list to merge the data efficiently. In the original paper, only
small batches were used in the experiments. However, when facing large appends, the
necessary a-priori sort of the append list will present a major performance bottleneck.
3 Progressive Mergesort
Progressive Mergesort is a Progressive Indexing technique inspired by the mergesort
algorithm [17] and used for merging appends into the main Progressive Indexing
structure. It follows the three pillars of progressive indexes: (1) low impact on
query execution, (2) robust performance, and (3) guaranteed convergence. It relies
on an index-budget δ that represents the percentage of the indexed per-query data,
guaranteeing that the same amount of effort will be distributed for the entire workload.
In practice, during query execution, the δ defined for our Progressive Indexing
algorithm is used for both the main index structure and Progressive Mergesort.
Progressive Mergesort follows two distinct canonical phases, the refinement phase
and the merge phase described in this section.
Refinement. In the refinement phase, we can use any of the other proposed
Progressive Indexing algorithms, getting the most performance depending on data
distribution and workload. Our budget is used as described in chapter 3 depending
on the algorithm executing the refinement. In this work, we decided to experiment
with Progressive Quicksort as our algorithm of choice. Utilizing the other algorithms
is left as an engineering exercise for future work.
Merge. At the end of the refinement phase of any Progressive Indexing algorithm,
the result is a sorted list. When all merge chunks are fully sorted, we progressively
merge them into one sorted chunk. We perform a progressive two-way merge in order
to merge these chunks.
Figure 5-4 depicts a high-level concept of Progressive Mergesort. In this figure,
red vectors are completely unsorted vectors, yellow are partially sorted vectors, and
green are completely sorted. We start with our main index structure only partially
sorted and with a new batch of appends.
It starts with the refinement phase. At this step, any Progressive Indexing technique
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Figure 5-4: Progressive Mergesort
can be used and will continue their execution until reaching completely sorted lists.
When all chunks are entirely sorted, the second phase of Progressive Mergesort starts.
Here, the Appends arrays are progressively merged into one array. One might note
that new batches can be introduced while other batches are already being refined. In
this case, a Progressive Mergesort run will be initiated to newly appended chunks.
All these chunks use the same δ as our main progressive index but normalized to the
chunk size. Only when the original Progressive Indexing column and the appends are
fully sorted (i.e., we have one sorted column for the Progressive Indexing and one
sorted column for all the appends) and the appends have the same or bigger size as
the Progressive Indexing column we merge them.
Figure 5-5 depicts an example of Progressive Mergesort with delta = 0.5. We start
with two batches of updates. In the initial iterations, we execute Progressive Quicksort
as the refinement phase. In Refine (1), a Progressive Quicksort iteration is initiated
for each chunk, since δ = 0.5 both iterations index half of each chunk around one pivot.
In Refine (3) both Progressive Quicksort iterations ended, and both chunks are fully
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Figure 5-5: Progressive Mergesort Example (δ = 0.5)
sorted. Hence we will start the merge phase of Progressive Mergesort in the following
query. In Merge (1) we start to merge both lists using a two-way merge algorithm,
and we stop when the resulting list is half complete due to our delta. For the chunks
that are being merged, we must store the offsets where we stopped merging. Finally,
in Merge (2) we end the merge phase with one completely sorted append list and
delete the previous chunks.
Query Processing. When executing a query on a column with Progressive
Indexing, we might encounter several arrays (i.e., the original Progressive Indexing
column and batches of appends that started to be refined but are not yet merged)
with different levels of refinement.
During the query execution, each array must be checked to return the elements
that fit the query predicates. If the array is already fully sorted, a binary search will
be executed to return the result. Otherwise, the array will be at some step of the
refinement phase. Hence a lookup on the binary tree is necessary to return the offsets
that match the query predicates.
When to Merge. In this work, we decided to first completely merge all appends
into one, fully sorted, append array. If this array has a size equal to or bigger than the
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current Progressive Indexing column, we merge both. This decision was made to avoid
frequent resizes of large arrays (e.g., if we merged the Progressive Indexing column
with every append first, this would result in a resize for the progressive column at
every batch, which would be prohibitively expensive).
However, this decision is not necessarily optimal for all workloads. Having multiple
arrays increase the random access to respond to the workload while diminishing
the merge costs creating a trade-off depending on when and how these merges are
performed. Creating an algorithm that decides when is the appropriate moment to
merge these different arrays and which arrays should be merged is out of this chapter’s
scope, and we leave it as future work.
Listing 5 depicts a C++ like implementation of Progressive Mergesort. The
Progressive Mergesort has as its input a vector of columns representing the chunks
that are being refined, a Column representing the current set of updates, a double with
the delta, the query predicates, the result structure, a pointer to the merge column,
and a parameter indicating the minimum size the update column must have before
entering the refinement phase. In the first for loop (lines 5-11), we iterate through all
chunks and execute the query on each chunk. On line 6, we normalize our delta to
the size of the chunk. Line 7 executes a Progressive Quicksort call that refines and
returns the filtered elements of that chunk. These elements are then merged into our
result structure. While checking each chunk, we also check if they are all sorted since
we only start the merge phase after all chunks are already sorted.
In the second for loop (lines 12-15), we check if any of the elements in our current
update column qualifies for the range query. If so, we add it to the result structure.
In the first if (lines 16-20), we initiate a merge of the two last chunks in our
vector if no merge is currently happening and all chunks are sorted. The second if
(lines 21-29) performs the actual merge, we calculate a normalized budget for the
size of the merge column and progressively build it. Lines 33-37 check if the merge is
already finished. If it is already done, we delete the merged chunks from our chunk
vector and add the newly merged chunk to the vector. We also set the pointer to the
merge column to null to indicate that we can initiate other merges.
The final if (lines 30-34) check if the updates column has reached a size bigger
than the minimum necessary for it to become a chunk. If so, we initiate a Progressive
Quicksort refinement that will be refined in the following queries. We add it to our
chunk vector and create a new update column to hold the next appends.
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Listing 5 Progressive Mergesort Body
1 void progressive_mergesort(vector<Column>& chunks, Column& updates,
2 double delta,Query query,Result& result,MergeColumn* merge_column,
3 size_t min_update_size){
4 bool all_sorted = true;
5 for (auto& c: chunks){
6 auto budget = c.size()*delta;
7 result.merge(chunk->execute(query,budget));
8 if (!c.sorted){




13 int match = query.match(u);
14 result.maybe_push_back(u, match);
15 }
16 if (!merge_column && all_sorted && chunks.size() > 1){
17 auto l = chunks.size() - 2;
18 auto r = chunks.size() - 1;
19 merge_column = new MergeColumn(chunks[l],chunks[r]);
20 }
21 if (merge_column){





27 merge_column = nullptr;
28 }
29 }
30 if (updates->size > min_update_size){
31 auto pq = new ProgressiveQuicksort(updates);
32 chunks.push_back(pq);




This section provides an experimental evaluation of Progressive Mergesort and com-
pares it with the Adaptive Merges techniques.
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4.1 Setup
We implemented the Progressive Mergesort algorithm and the Adaptive Merges in a
stand-alone program written in C++. The Progressive Mergesort uses Progressive
Quicksort in its refinement phase.
Compilation. This application was compiled with GNU g++ version 7.2.1 using
optimization level -O3.
Machine. All experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with 256 GB
main memory and an 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPU @ 2.6 GHz with 20480 KB
L3 cache.
Appends. All experiments have three parameters regarding the appends, (1) the
batch size that represents the size of a batch of appends, (2) the frequency which
represents an interval of queries where a new batch of appends is executed, and (3)
start after that describes how many queries need to be executed before the first append
happens. With these three parameters we calculate the number of appends that will
be executed total appends = total queries−start after
frequency
∗ batch size, and divide our data
set into the original column set that represents our initially loaded column and the
appends set that represent the appends that will be inserted.
Data set. We generate a synthetic data set composed of N+total appends unique
8-byte integers, with N ∈ {107, 108, 109} and representing the original column size.
After generating the data set, we shuffle it following a uniform-random distribution
and divide it into our original column and a list of appends.
Workload. Unless stated otherwise, all experiments consist of a synthetic workload
with 104 queries in the form SELECT SUM(R.A) FROM R WHERE R.A BETWEEN V1 AND
V2. A random value is selected for V1 and V2 = V1 + (N + total appends) ∗ 1%.
Configuration. We experiment with 3 main configurations.
• High Frequency Low Volume (HFLV): A batch of appends with batch size =
0.001% ∗N executed every 10 queries.
• Medium Frequency Medium Volume (MFMV): A batch of appends with batch size =
0.01% ∗N executed every 100 queries.
• Low Frequency High Volume (LFHV): A batch of appends with batch size =




In this work, we decided to use the Adaptive Merges algorithms only with Adap-
tive Indexing due to the increased complexity of implementing them to work with
Progressive Indexing and leave this task as an engineering exercise for future work.
Since the base indexing algorithm is different for the Adaptive Merges and Progressive
Mergesort, we decided to start appending data after 1000 queries to have refined
indexes and better isolate the actual append cost from early index creation. Hence we
avoid the noise of partitioning the original column and focus on the actual merges
from the appends. Our Progressive Mergesort uses a fixed δ of 0.1 in all experiments.
(a) HFLV (b) MFMV
(c) LFHV
Figure 5-6: Progressive Mergesort and Adaptive Merges (N = 107 and start after =
1000)
Figure 5-6 depicts a per-query performance comparison of Progressive Mergesort
and Adaptive Merges. This experiment uses a data set with N = 107 and runs all
three configurations described in the previous section. We continue this section by
describing two observations present in all experiments, (1) regarding the column resizes
and (2) an overall query robustness analysis.
Resizes. In all three configurations, HFLV, MFMV, and LFHV, we can notice
that all three Adaptive Merges present a performance spike right after the start of
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the updates around query 1000. The main reason for this spike is the need to resize
the Cracker Column when appending new data. Since this resize reserves two times
the space of the original Cracker Column, it only happens once. It is also possible to
notice that with Merge Ripple, the spike occurs 100 queries later than Merge Complete
and Merge Gradual. This is because Merge Ripple avoids resizing the Cracker Column
by swapping the data from the Appends and the column with the actual resize only
happening when we are in the last piece. This problem does not exist with Progressive
Mergesort since we perform a vector.reserve() to allocate memory to the merge vector,
and filling out the merge vector is completed over multiple queries.
Robustness. The Merge Complete presents the lowest robustness from all
algorithms. Whenever a merge happens, it has a big spike upwards since it completely
merges it. Merge Gradual is the second-worst. Since it completely merges all elements
that qualify the predicate, it does not have one big performance spike, spreading those
merges through many queries. This is particularly visible in Figure 5-6c that depicts
the low-frequency high volume experiment (i.e., at every 1000 queries, a batch of size
104 is inserted. One can see that at every 1000 queries, there is an upwards spike that
slowly decreases for 500 queries and then has a slop down since most of the Appends
array was merged by that point. From the Adaptive Merges, the Merge Ripple presents
the least variance. All queries slightly increase their cost with increasing updates.
Finally, the Progressive Mergesort presents the lowest variance, with no performance
spikes up.
One can notice that all algorithms present spikes downwards at the same queries
overall three configurations. These are caused by noise due to the way we select our
query predicates to fix our workload selectivity. Since we create our second query
predicate as V2 = V1 + (N + total appends) ∗ 1%. Queries might not have exactly
1% selectivity if the data is not completely merged in the column. Since the figures
are with the y-axis in log scale, small differences in the selectivity produce these
downwards performance spikes.
4.3 Varying Data Sizes
Table 5.1 depicts the total execution cost for the workload, excluding the initial 1000
queries. On all experiments, Progressive Mergesort presented approximately 2x better
performance than the best performing Adaptive Merge algorithm. The main reason
for this performance difference is that all Merge Adaptive algorithms must keep the
appends sorted to merge them efficiently. This problem impacts Merge Ripple the
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Workload MC MG MR PM
10
7
HFLV 2.72 3.52 2.57 1.07
MFMV 2.18 3.39 2.45 1.07
LFHV 2.00 2.55 2.34 1.06
10
8
HFLV 22.76 26.16 26.61 10.64
MFMV 20.25 26.14 25.19 10.72
LFHV 22.14 22.42 23.89 10.63
10
9
HFLV 209.25 221.67 295.39 104.77
MFMV 206.39 219.39 267.94 104.96
LFHV 197.89 200.62 250.62 103.95
Table 5.1: Cumulative Time (s)
most since it tends to keep a larger appends array due to its lazier merging property.
That means that a larger array must be re-sorted at every append insertion. One
might notice that the results of Adaptive Merges seem to directly contradict Idreos
et al. [34], where Merge Ripple was the best performing algorithm of the three. The
HFLV with N = 107 is the only experiment with the same parameters as the original
paper and showcases a similar result, with Merge Ripple being the fastest of the
Adaptive Merges. However, as discussed before, with larger appends Merge Ripple
starts to lose its benefit of fewer swaps to keep the append vector sorted.
One other interesting result is the variance in the total cost depending on the
configuration of the workload. The Adaptive Merges algorithms present a much higher
variance than Progressive Mergesort for the same data size. This is more prominent
with larger data sizes. Taking N = 109 as an example, Merge Complete presents a
variance of 11.36s, Merge Gradual of 21.05s, Merge Ripple of 44.72s, and Progressive
Mergesort of 1.01s.
Compared to the Adaptive Merges algorithms, Progressive Mergesort has a very
low variance from configurations at the same data size. This is due to the Progressive
Mergesort algorithm not performing a complete sort in the append list but rather
properly refining and merging it depending on their data size.
Table 5.2 depicts the order of magnitude of each workload’s query variance on
all 3 data sizes. We only calculate the query variance after executing the first 1000
queries. Note that the lower the variance, the more robust the algorithm is. As
expected, Merge Complete presents the lowest robustness since it completely merges
the Appends array to the Cracker Column causing a huge performance spike. The
Merge Gradual and Merge Ripple are better than the Merge Complete since they only
merge tuples that qualify the query predicates. Progressive Mergesort presents the
highest robustness due to its indexing budget, effectively offering more fine-grained
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Workload MC MG MR PM
10
7
HFLV e-07 e-07 e-07 e-10
MFMV e-06 e-07 e-07 e-10
LFHV e-06 e-07 e-07 e-10
10
8
HFLV e-05 e-05 e-05 e-07
MFMV e-05 e-05 e-05 e-07
LFHV e-04 e-05 e-05 e-07
10
9
HFLV e-03 e-03 e-03 e-06
MFMV e-03 e-03 e-03 e-06
LFHV e-02 e-03 e-03 e-06
Table 5.2: Robustness (Orders of Magnitude)
control over the stream of queries.
4.4 Appends during Index Creation
To perform a fair comparison of the Adaptive Merges and Progressive Mergesort, we
only initiated the updates after 1000 queries to minimize the initial index creation
cost of Adaptive Indexing and Progressive Indexing. However, after 1000 queries, the
Progressive Indexing is already fully converged (i.e., the main index is a sorted list).
In this experiment, we want to evaluate Progressive Mergesort’s impact during
Progressive Indexing’s creation phase (i.e., Initialization and Refinement phases). In
our setup, we use a dataset with N = 107, a workload with 1% selectivity and 200
queries, and three different update setups. All update setups start at the first query
and perform appends at every ten queries. They differ on the batches’ size, with
batches of size 100, 1000, and 10000.
Figure 5-7 depicts the per-query cost for the 200 queries. The height of the
performance spikes are strongly correlated to the batch sizes, with larger batches
introducing a higher spike. This happens due to our strategy using a fixed delta (i.e.,
a % of the total size of the data that is indexed per-query) for the entire workload.
Hence the more data we ingest, the actual per-query cost will increase since the data
size increases. One way of minimizing this issue is to extend the cost models proposed
in chapter 3 to automatically generate a value for δ to reduce query variance. We
leave that algorithm as an exercise for future work.
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Figure 5-7: Progressive Mergesort before index convergence.
5 Summary
This chapter introduces the Progressive Mergesort, a novel progressive algorithm
used to merge batches of appends. We compare it to the state-of-the-art merging
algorithms from adaptive indexing techniques and show how they perform under





This chapter discusses the main challenges of implementing Progressive Indexing in a
database system and points out future work for the general area of incremental indexes.
We also dive in specifically on unidimensional Progressive Indexing, multidimensional
Progressive Indexing, and Progressive Merges.
1 The Elephant In The Room
The fact of the matter is, no database system took into production Adaptive Indexing,
even though the first paper of Adaptive Indexing, Cracking the Database Store[38]
dates from 2005. Some of the reasons, like unpredictable query response times, high
penalty over initial queries, and lack of full index convergence, have been mitigated
with the Progressive Indexing approach. However, other issues permeate adaptive and
progressive indexes that make it unlikely for them to be picked up by a production-
ready database system.
Tuple Reconstruction In most of the Adaptive/Progressive Indexing experi-
ments, the columns must be grouped in advance when constructing the index structure,
which leads to a lack of usability of the index. At the same time, real-life queries
tend to filter and project over different groups of columns. For the unidimensional
adaptive/progressive index, this problem is obvious. Only one column is indexed
when selecting any other column. We must perform tuple reconstruction, which hides
any potential benefit from having the data skipping from the index, except for point
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queries and high selective queries that would not be classified as Analytical Processing.
Multidimensional Adaptive/Progressive Indexing presents the same problem since it
only groups the data if they have filters. Hence selections on columns that are not
being filtered would have to perform tuple reconstruction. One way of mitigating the
tuple reconstruction would be to create the index by not only copying the filtered
columns but the whole table. Of course, this presents problems in itself since it will
cause a storage blow-up (i.e., now every index must own a copy of the full table) and
increase the updates’ costs.
Overhead of Storage/Maintenance Every query with a filter will produce
either a unidimensional or a multidimensional Adaptive/Progressive Indexing, depend-
ing on the number of filters the query has. In the worst case, at some point, every
column will have a unidimensional index created, and one multidimensional index will
be created for every unique combination of multidimensional filters. This, of course,
will cause a storage blow-up and a maintenance overhead that will make it impossible
to use these techniques on a real exploratory dataset.
Is there hope? We believe that the next step to the grand area of Adaptive/Pro-
gressive Indexes is to move from secondary index creation to Adaptive/Progressive
Table Partitioning. The basic idea is to perform the partitioning used to create indexes
and reorganize the table’s data instead of creating a secondary index structure. This
would increase the usability of the data reorganization since the multidimensional
indexes will suffer from tuple reconstruction costs when accessing non-indexed tuples.
2 Future Work
In this section, we will present potential future research directions in the area of
Progressive Indexes. We split up this section by Progressive Indexes and Progressive
Merges.
2.1 Progressive Indexes
We point out the following as the main aspects to be explored in Progressive Indexes
future work:
• Approximate Query Processing. One could also resort to using approximate
query processing techniques [12] to allow for a faster convergence (i.e., by
spending less time scanning data for the query, we can invest more time indexing
data). We can then build a progressive index as a by-product of the approximate
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query processing, leading to better accuracy and faster responses as the data is
queried more often.
• Indexing Methods. Other techniques can be adapted to work progressively
with different benefits. For example, instead of constructing the complete hash
table, we only insert n∗δ elements and scan the column’s remainder. The partial
hash table can be used to answer point queries on the indexed part of the data.
Another example is column imprints [54] where instead of immediately building
imprints for the entire column, only build them for the first fraction δ of the
data.
• Interleaving Progressive Strategies. As depicted in our decision tree, dif-
ferent progressive strategies can be more efficient in different scenarios. When
the indexing budget is small, the indexes can take longer to converge fully.
This longer period increases the chances of sudden changes in the workload
patterns before the index is fully built. Detecting these changes and changing
the progressive strategy on the fly can be beneficial for these cases.
• Indexing Structures. Different data structures can be used to exploit modern
hardware and boost access to more selective queries. In chapter 3, we choose
to progressively build a B+-Tree in our consolidation phase. However, other
structures like the ART-tree [40] can also be built progressively, with more
careful considerations on their creation costs and query performance.
• Complex Database Operations. Much like regular indexes, progressive
indexes could also be used for other database operations such as joins and
aggregations.
2.2 Progressive Merges
In chapter 5 we introduce a novel algorithm for merging appends into progressive
indexes. The work has still several engineering and research steps that must be taken
as future work:
• Integrating Merge Ripple With Progressive Indexing. In our experi-
ments, we compare against adaptive indexing using the merge gradual/com-
plete/ripple algorithms. However, this comparison would be even more significant
if these algorithms were implemented directly into Progressive Indexing. For
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example, if the main index algorithm is Progressive Quicksort, by using an
AVL-Tree, similar merge algorithms could be used.
• Refinement Method. In chapter 5, we only use Progressive Quicksort as our
refinement strategy within Progressive Mergesort. However, in the Progressive
Indexing work, it is demonstrated that different Progressive Indexing algorithms
can present better performance depending on the data distribution and workload.
With mergesort, we can select a different algorithm for each chunk in the
refinement step. Deciding which algorithm to use could drastically improve
performance.
• Merge Strategy. Deciding when to merge and which arrays to merge can be
beneficial to the cumulative cost of the workload since there is a trade-off on
the random access versus merging costs (i.e., keeping many smaller arrays or
frequently merging them in order to maintain only a small number of bigger
arrays). An algorithm that takes that this trade-off into consideration is left as
future work.
• Greedy Progressive Mergesort. Our current implementation of Progressive
Mergesort relies on a fixed δ for the entire workload. The development of a
cost-model to the merge phase will integrate it with greedy Progressive Indexing
algorithms. Hence, as future work, a greedy version of our Progressive Mergesort
can bring even fewer performance spikes to our algorithm.
• Handling Updates. We describe how to efficiently merge appends since these
are the most common types of updates in interactive data analysis. However,
although deletes and updates are not frequent, they might still occur. Therefore
Progressive Mergesort must be capable of properly handling them.
• Multidimensional Updates. Until now, we only focused on unidimensional
Progressive Indexing. However, multidimensional Progressive Indexing [43]
was recently proposed to efficiently index columns for queries with multiple
selective filters. In this algorithm, a KD-Tree is used to store and navigate the
partitions created by Progressive Indexing. To support updates on this structure,
Progressive Mergesort must be extended to consider the KD-Tree nodes to merge
multiple batches of updates correctly.
• Real Benchmarks. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey 1 is an open-source project
1https://www.sdss.org/
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that maps the universe with an open data set and interactive-exploratory query
logs. Capturing the updates on this database can represent real patterns of




Interactive exploration of large volumes of data is increasingly common, as data
scientists attempt to extract interesting information from large opaque data sets. This
scenario presents a difficult challenge for traditional database systems, as (1) nothing
is known about the query workload in advance, (2) the query workload is constantly
changing, and (3) the system must provide interactive responses to the issued queries.
This environment is challenging for index creation, as traditional database indexes
require upfront creation, hence a priori workload knowledge, to be efficient.
In this work, we introduce Progressive Indexing, a novel performance-driven index-
ing technique that focuses on automatic index creation while providing interactive
response times to incoming queries. Its design allows queries to have a limited budget
to spend on index creation. The indexing budget is automatically tuned to each query
before query processing. This allows for systems to provide interactive answers to
queries during index creation while being robust against various workload patterns
and data distributions.
We develop progressive algorithms to index one and multiple dimensions. In
addition, we introduce Progressive Merges, a robust algorithm that merges appends




Interactieve verkenning van grote hoeveelheden gegevens komt steeds vaker voor, omdat
datawetenschappers proberen interessante informatie te extraheren uit grote complexe
gegevenssets. Dit scenario vormt een uitdaging voor traditionele databasesystemen,
aangezien (1) er van tevoren niets bekend is over de query-workload, (2) de query-
workload voortdurend verandert, en (3) het systeem interactieve antwoorden moet
geven op de uitgegeven queries. Deze omgeving is een uitdaging voor het maken van
indexen, aangezien traditionele database-indexen vooraf moeten worden gemaakt, en
dus a priori kennis van de werkbelasting nodig hebben, om efficiënt te zijn.
In dit werk introduceren we Progressive Indexing, een nieuwe prestatiegerichte
indexeringstechniek die zich richt op het automatisch bouwen van indexen en tegelijker-
tijd interactieve reactietijden biedt op inkomende vragen. Dankzij het ontwerp kunnen
zoekopdrachten een beperkt budget hebben om te besteden aan het maken van
indexen. Het indexeringsbudget wordt automatisch afgestemd op elke query voordat
de query wordt verwerkt. Hierdoor kunnen systemen interactieve antwoorden geven
op vragen tijdens het maken van een index, terwijl ze robuust zijn tegen verschillende
werkbelastingpatronen en gegevensverdelingen.
We ontwikkelen progressieve algoritmen om één en meerdere dimensies te indexeren.
Daarnaast introduceren we Progressive Merges, een robuust algoritme dat toevoegingen
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